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INTRODUCTION 
In the United States, research in the Order Phalangida (Order Opil- 
iones) has been concerned primarily with taxonomy, as seen in the contri- 
butions by C. Ril. Weed, N. Banks, C. R. Crosby, and others. Tlle phalangids 
of some states have been studied systematically, notably those of New York 
(Bishop, 1919) and Ohio (Walker, 1928). In  contrast, like those of most of 
the remaining states, Miclligan's phalangid fauna has been sampled only 
incitlentally. T .  H. Hul~bell ,  Museum of Zoology, The  University of 
Michig:~n, and the late R. R.  Dreisbach, Midland, Michigan, made it a 
practice to preserve Michigan daddy-long-legs as they took them with other 
invertebrates of more direct concern. Ru t  publications on Michigan Phalan- 
gitla are few, ant1 the literature that is useful in studying the state's repre- 
sentntivcs of this ortlcr is quite limitetl. The  most llelpful material is to be 
found in the treatments by Edgar (1966) and Bisllop (1949), together with 
the key and clescriptions of species in the lnonograpll of the genus Leio- 
Dlinzrnr by Davis (1934). 
Although approxi1n;itely 160 sl~ecies of daddy-long-legs, belonging to 
44 genera, 9 families and 3 suborders, occur in North America, only a small 
fraction (21 species, 8 genera, 3 families, 1 subortler) are found in Michigan, 
viz., 
Ortler Phalangid;~ 
Suborder (:yplloplitl~alrni-no representatives 
Suborder 1,aniatores-no representatives 
Suhortler Palpatores 
Family Nemastomatidae Simon 
Genus Crosbyc~ts  Roewer 
C. tlasycncln~rs (Crosby) 
Family 1sc:hyropsalidae Simon 
Genus Sa bacon Simon 
S .  cl-c~.s.sipolpe- (L .  Kocll) 
Family Phalangiidae Simon 
Genus Cadtlo Banks 
C. agilis Kanks 
C .  boopis Crosby 
Genus O d i e i l ~ ~ s  lioewer 
0.  pictzis (Wood) 
0.  (lrgen tzis Edgar 
Genus Phnlnngiurn Linnaeus 
P. opil io Linnaeus 
Genus Opi l io  Herbst 
0. parietinus DeGeer 
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Genus Lezob~inzirn C .  L. Koch 
L. calrar (Wood) 
L .  c ~ ~ t ( ~ t u 7 1 7  Crosby and Bishop 
I,. flauurr~ Banks 
I,. lznec~tzim Edgar 
L .  longzpes Weed 
L. n2grzp.c Weed 
I,. nlgl opalpz (Wood) 
I,. polzt~irn Weed 
L. S('I T atzpalpr Roewer 
L 7)cntl zcor~rnr (Wood) 
1,. 71C7 1 1 1 ~ O J l l ~ 1 1  (Wood) 
L .  1~zttalu7n (Say) 
Genus Had? obunzis Banks 
H nzt~culosrls (Wood) 
Eighteen of the phalangid species founcl in Michigan have been reported 
only f'roni the Western Hemisphere. The  three remaining species, Phalan- 
gizcnl opilio, Opilio parietinu,~, and Sabacon crassipalpe, are more or less 
world-wide in distribution. Untloubtedly the best known of these is P. 
opilio. I t  is unique in our own fauna in that it is the only species that seems 
to be able to reproduce ancl maintain itself in habitats more or less strongly 
influenced by man. Forster (1947) reports it to be the only non-endemic 
species in New Zealand and never found in unsettled areas. Indeed, it 
appears to be man's closest phalangid fellow traveler. 
The  genus Leiobzinzl,m is notable because 12 of the State's 21 species 
are included in it. About 20% of the North American forms belong in 
Leiobunurn. Its members typically are abundant in the forest and are more 
likely to be collected than any other genus. Leiobunurn includes species re- 
ported from South America, Europe, the Middle East and the Orient. 
Other Michigan genera are interesting because of their spatial and 
temporal distributions. 0diell1,is includes 15 species additional to the two 
found in Michigan; its range includes Southern Europe and North Africa 
as well a s  North America. The  fossil species, C. clentipnlpus, has been re- 
covered irom baltir amber (Bishop and Crosby, 1924) and would seem to 
extend the early range of the genus to Northern Europe. The  reporting of 
C. agilis in Japan by Suzuki (1958) and others further complicates the zoo- 
geography of this very interesting genus. The  genus Crosbycus has a solitary 
spesies (dasycnen7,us) which, together with the rather large non-American 
genus Nemastoma, makes up the Family Nemastoniatidae. 
Most Michigan pllalangids have the main parts of their ranges in the 
eastern and southern United States. Nadrobunus maculoszis is found in the 
northern portion of this area, while H .  grandis occurs in the southern. Care- 
ful  study needs to be done to distinguish these forms more clearly. Leio- 
bunzlrn Jiauum ant1 possibly Id. verreicosum are soutllern species (Bishop, 
1949). Their northern limits lie probably in the southern portion of the 
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Lower Peninsula. There is some evidence to indicate that L. longipes reaches 
its northern limits in Wisconsin (Levi, 1952) and the Upper Peninsula of 
Michigan. Published records indicate that L. uittatum and L. politum are 
two of the most cornmon species in the eastern half of the United States. 
These species were taken very frequently in Michigan and the former from 
a great diversity of habitats. Both have been reported from widely separated 
latitudes-from Texas to Manitoba. 
T h e  compilation in the Appendix summarizes records of collections of 
~jhalangids from Michigan reported for the first time. Collections were made 
from all 83 counties of the State. Tlle number of collections per county bears 
no consistent relationship to the number of species secured. Three counties, 
Cheboygan, Gratiot, and \i\Tashtenaw, were collected from more extensively 
than tlie others. 
My own collections of hilicliigan phalangids were prompted by a desire 
not only to ascertain their geographic distribution within the state but also 
to know more about their general biology and ecology. I therefore made 
tletailed observations of selected species, both in the field and under labora- 
tory conclitions, wit11 respect to such aspects of their life histories as develop- 
ment i ~ n d  growth, mating behavior, food habits, antl physiological capa- 
bilities. Thesc observations are reported in the present paper as a contribu- 
tion to kno~vledgc of the natural history and habitat characteristics of this 
witlely tlistributetl but not well-known group of terrestrial arthropods. 
This paper is divided into three principal sections. T h e  first section 
deals with the hiolozy of fotrr species of the genus L.eiobunzim; these were 
tlie most abundant specics found in a sustained study of the phalangids of a 
mesic deciduous wootlland carried out in 1957 and 1958 at the University 
of Michigan Biological Station, and they yielded a considerable body of 
information about their life history and ecology. T h e  second section presents 
the results of laboratory expcrirnents to ascertain the limits of tolerance and 
. - 
optimi~l conditions for temperature and moisture, factors of obvious impor- 
tance in the phalangid en\ ironment. The  thirtl section attempts to inteCqate 
field ancl laboratory observations in analyzing the habitats of most of the 
Miclligan species of plialangids as they were recorded in the course of state- 
wide collecting. 
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BI01,OGY 01; FOIJK SPECIES OF LEIOBUNUM 
The  site for this study was a woodland on Grapevine Point, Douglas 
Lake, Cheboygan County, Michigan. Here, about 85% of the trees were 
Acer saccharzrm with a diameter 1-5 cm. A few Betula papyrifera, Fagus 
grandifolia, Querctis rubrn and Ti l i a  arn,ericann, 5-20 cm. in diameter, 
constituted nearly all the remaining tree species. Small woody and low 
herbaceous species of A d i n ,  Gayl~lssacia, Caliurn, T r i l l i ~ l rn ,  R ibes ,  and 
Polygonatzim, together with several rnosses and lichens, were the primary 
ground vegetation associated with tlie above tree canopy and are evidence 
of a mesic moisture regime. Considerable shelter and shade for the resident 
animals were affordecl by tlie moderate to dense plant growth. 
A fairly homogeneous area of approximately 50 x 80 meters was gridded 
with stakes set at  10 meter intervals. Sarnpling units (quadrats) of 1 x 10 
meters and 1 x 1 meters were easily locate<: ant1 delimitetl by reference to 
the established grid. When quantitative collections were made from specific 
quadrats, care was taken not to cast a shadow upon the area under examina- 
tion. T o  insure a minilnun1 of disturbance both to the litter and tlie animals, 
walking in the gridded area was kept to a minimum, occurring along bound- 
ary lines and outside the quadrat under study. 
Although phalangid eggs are tleposited in ground litter, the young soon 
ascend into Irigher vegetational strata, including tree canopy, and thereafter 
spend part of their lives out of easy reach of the collector. In the present 
study, collections wcre made first horn the litter, low herbage, and the lower 
parts of tree trunks. White sheets were then spread on tlie grountl, covering 
the area of a 1 x 10 meter sampling unit, and specinlens were collected from 
the higher vegetation by vigorous shaking of the tree trunks. Shaking was 
done as uniformly as possible, to restrict collection to the canopy area di- 
rectly above tlie sampling area. Trees wit11 trunks larger than 10-12 cin. in 
diameter proved difficult to shake, but these constituted only a small per- 
centage of the trees in the gridded area. There was no  indication that pha- 
langids seek out larger trees in preference to tlie smaller ones. 
Phalangids can be handled in a number of ways. T h e  most expeditious 
method is to pick then1 up with the thumb and first two or three fingers. 
This frequently results in loss of legs, however, anci if living individuals in 
perfect condition are desired, an insect net may be used to sweep through 
low vegetation. Small specinlens are best taken up with a moist camel hair 
brush. Occasionally the plialangid sought is so small that it must be moved 
by handling pieces of litter upon ~ ~ l l i c h  it walks. Small, difficult-to-see speci- 
mens in litter are best recovered by sifting the litter through half-inch mesh 
screen onto some light background such as a white sheet. All of the known 
specimens of Crosbycus dasycnernus collected thus far in Michigan have been 
found in litter subjected to sorting in Berlese funnels or recovered from 
pit traps. Animals on trunks a few feet above one's reach may be stimulated 
to move downward by gently prodding from above with the end of a stick. 
This procedure is risky since many simply leap away from their perch when 
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st;rrtletl; when they begin falling freely it is extremely tlifficult to follow 
their descent in dim light, especi;rlly if air is nloving and if they tend to 
th-ift away from a vertical pirtll, and on the ground they usually remain 
motionless and sink tleeper into the litter as one disturbs the leaves in search- 
ing. All except the heaviest-bodied species float down witllout injury. Those 
that lose legs easily (for csarnple, I , e i o b ~ l n ~ r m  longipes, L. poli l l~nz,  Nadl-o- 
blrnzrs ~ n n c l ~ l o s ~ t s  antl Cnddo ngilis) Inay often be collectetl in perfect con- 
tlitio~l by protlcling ant1 tlirecting then1 into 21 live cage. 
T o  expose tlre genitalia at tlle time of preservation, for subsequent: aid 
in itlcntification, some investigiltors have recolnmended putting pressure 
on tlle ;rl~tloinen of sexually mature specimens (Weed, 1889; Walker, 1928). 
However, this rarely I-estrlts in sufficient estensiorl of tliese organs, and 
damage to tlle I)otly or (listortion of the typical botly contorrrs is likely to 
occur. Since it is not tlifficult to tlissect out the genit;~lia if necessary, I sug- 
gest that 110 special efforts be ~nade  to expose tlie~n at preserv;ition. 
Quantitative samples were taken regularly [luring the summers ol 1957 
i~ntl  1958. 1Sy the time collectirlg l~egan in mitl-.!tine, three of tllc Sour species 
of I,eiobirn~r?n stutlietl hat1 I~atchetl from the egg wintering-over stage. De- 
velopnlcnt of all four species was followed until mating and oviposition were 
conlpleted in late August. In only I,. 1ongipe.s were all the life history stages 
observetl. Consitlcr;~bly more inform;~tion was g;~tl>eretl ;il,out this species 
and, as a consequence, it is tliscl~ssed in Inore detail. 
A series of 24-hour collections was made in July and August, 1958, to 
investigate diurnal I,eha\-ior antl vertical 1nigr;rtion of p1lal;tngitIs. Four 
different quatlrats pel- week were collectetl once each at regular intervals- 
at 4:00 P.M., 11:OO P.M., 3:00 A.M., and 9:00 A.M.-(luring the 24-hour 
l~criod. Tllesc times were ~electecl to secure specinlens untler widely varying 
daily contlitions of light, temperature and ~noisture. An oltl-f;rsllioned kero- 
sene lantern was fount1 satisfactory as a light source at night; its low in- 
tensity c;rused a ~nininlrlrn of tlisturbance but was adequate for locating 
specimens at close r;inge. 
T l~ese  collections, s~~ppleir~entecl by vat-ions laboratory observations, 
yieldecl a considerable botly of life llistory information that is summarizecl 
in the following account. Lt deals principally with four species of the genus 
Leiob~rnzrrr/,: L. longipes, L. calcnl-, L. politz~rn and L. uittaturn, these being 
generally the rnost al~untlant species taken. References to other species are 
made as appropriate. 
ABUNDANCE AND ElOMASS 
In the summer of 1958 collections of Leiob1~17urn longipes, I,. v i t tatz~rn,  
I>. culcnl-, and L. politztnl were taken from l1n x 10m quadrats studied at 
Grapevine Point. Froin Junc  11 to July 10, ant1 from August 24 to August 
26, samples consistetl of one quadrat eaclr; from July 11 to August 22, each 
sample included four quadrats. T h e  nrlrnbers ol individuals taken in these 
collections are shown in 'Tablc 1 .  These data are not sufficient to provide a 
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satisfactory mcasure of population changcs but they indicate approxiinate 
relative abundances of the four species. L .  longipes was the most abundant, 
contributing 77.4% of the total phalangids collected. Id. v i t ta tun~  and L. 
calcar were present at intermediate densities, accounting for 7.57, and 10.67, 
of the total, respectively. L. polztum was encountered only from July 6 on, 
occurring at consistently low densities and contributing only 4.5% of the 
total. Over the entire collecting season, the phalangid population at Grape- 
vine Point averaged 37.4 individuals per quadrat, a mean of 3.7 per square 
meter. 
Biomass data were obtained from a lew of the collections and are also 
presented in Table 1. They indicate average biomasses per square meter 
during the three sampling periods where data are available as follows: L .  
longipes, 89.9mg; L .  v i t t c t z~m,  13.4mg; Id. calcar, 10.2mg; and L. politurn, 
2.8mg. Thus, the average total phalangid biomass of 116.3mg per square 
meter was composed ol 77.37, L. longipes, 11.5% L. vit tatum, 8.8% Id. cal- 
car, and 2.4% I>. politurn. 
Both abundance and biomass figures point to the dominance of L.  
longipes in this phalangid assemblage. Because L .  calcar tcnds to complete 
its life cycle relatively earl! in the season, this dominance of L. longipes bc- 
comes even more pronounced in the latter part of the summer. 
DEVEI.OPMI'.NT AND GROWTH 
A major pattern of phalangid life history and development is found in 
the genus Leiobunzrm, exhibited by I,. longipes, I,. calcar, L. politurn and 
L. vitlatzim. Each of these species hatches from eggs in the spring, passes 
through several body stages in tlre spring and summer, becomes sexually 
mature fronr rnidsum~ner lo early fall, then mates and oviposits in the forest 
litter, where the eggs normally overwinter. A second pattern of development 
is seen in L. uentricosz~rn and L2. nigripes: the eggs are deposited earlier and 
hatch in the summer, tlre young grow to near-adults in the fall, over-winter 
in this condition, and then mature and mate in tllc following spring and early 
summer. A third type of life history is exemplified by Ph,alangium opilio: 
both eggs and young winter-over and two generations per year is the rule; 
the population includes i~ldividuals in several stages of tlevelopment at any 
one time. 
From a developmental standpoint, there seems to be no reason why eggs 
of most Leiobunum specics, if oviposited in the fall, could not hatch before 
cold weather. Eggs laid by L .  longipes developed and hatched in the labora- 
tory without a cold diapause. The  site and season of oviposition on Grape- 
vine Point led to an interruption of development by the cold winter period. 
Whether development in these species rnusi not proceed past a certain point 
in the fall in order to continue successfully in the spring is not known. Holm 
(1947) reported that Opilio parietinz~s develops no further than the blasto- 
derm stage unless subjected to a cold period of two or threc weeks. In his 
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Ilate of Nuniber of lndividualsl Bionlass (mg. livc ~ t . )  1 
Coll. (1958) L. 1. I- .  v .  L. c. I .  Total L. 1. L.71. L. c. 1 .  Total 
Totals 
% of Total 
From 6/11 to 7/10 and frorn 8/24 to 8/26, only I quadrat (In1 x 10111) was examined on a 
given ddte; on otllcr datcs, 4 quadratc werc used. 
2.Lower of 2 Ggurcs is Incan biomass (trig. live wt.) of single spccinrcns; N ranges fmrn 
4 to 18. 
L. I., Leiobi~nuirl longif~ca; I.. u., Leioh~~nurrr uit lalu~n; I,. c., Le iobun~~rn  calcu~; L. [J., 
Leiobiin~crn politutn. 
study the percentage ol hatch was increased ii eggs were given a cold treat- 
ment of near 0% for a short period. 
EGGS.-Because the eggs of phalangids are very susceptible to attack by 
mold, litter in wllich they are oliposited should not be disturbed. On Grape- 
vine Point, deer, forest rodents and a few birds caused considerable disrup- 
tion of the leaves and twigs by lorming paths and burrows, and by searching 
for food. In collecting from a variety of Michigan habitats, it was striking 
to note that Lezobz~nurn longzpes, L. calca?; L. polztum and L. uit tatum were 
absent or sparse in actively pastured woods which otherwise would be ex- 
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pected to house these species. Both eggs and egg cases, which are shed upon 
hatching, were collected in the Grapevine Point study area; some were 
moldy, partially embryonated eggs, indicating either that the female was not 
infallible in selection of oviposition site or that some disturbance had altered 
natural conditions. 
Eggs were found in nature very infrequently. T o  study mating, ovi- 
position and hatching, laboratory pairings of the four Leiobunum species 
were effected in observation chambers, 12 x 12 x 18 cm. Each was provided 
with Petri dish halves containing moist moss, leaf fragments or small pieces 
of decaying wood. The  dishes were examined periodically and when eggs 
were found they were either transferred to another container or left undis- 
turbed for incubation. 
All four species at Grapevine Point oviposited predominantly in clus- 
ters. Eggs of L. uittatllrn and Id. calcar were found only in clusters in cavities 
within the substratum, usually soil (Table 2). During egg laying, the ovi- 
positor was observed to explore blindly and to deposit eggs in spaces as far 
removed from the surface as could be reached. Sometimes this was one 
centimeter, more than the length of the body. Apparently an undisturbed 
female will oviposit all the eggs available in the uterus. At the extreme end 
of its egg laying period, Le iob~ln l~rn  calcar has been observed to deposit eggs 
singly at intervals oi several hours. Death of the animal usually followed 
shortly. 
I.eiobu,nurr~ longipes and L. politzlrn deposited eggs in a manner simi- 
lar to the above, but frequently (Table 2) the female searched diligently for 
cracks and crevices within pieces of decaying wood. The  spaces chosen were 
usually cylindrical and only large enough for the ovipositor to enter. These 
spaces were oiten completely filled with eggs; on one occasion eggs were so 
TABLE 2 
~ V I P O S I T I O N  I N  FOUR SI,ECIES OF Leiobulztilr~ O N  GRAPEVINE POINT 
. 
longipes vittattcn~ cnlcar polituin 
No. of females observcd 
No. of esgs per fernale 
Dominant Cluster 
arrangetttcnt Interstices 
of eggs Wood crevices 
No. of eggs per cluster 
No. of clustcrs per female 
Maxitnu~n number of clusters 
by one felllale 
Mean date of oviposition 
Range of oviposition dates 
1 Undoubtedly earlier since copulation was observed in the field as carly as 7/2 and in the 
laboratory as early as 7/4. 
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closely packed that several had rupturecl and the yolky material soaked into 
the atljoining wootl. Occasionally L. longipes and L. politurn oviposit eggs 
in a series of substratum interstices, each large enough to accommodate only 
a small nnmljer of eggs. Tlie total of eggs in these several locations was con- 
sidered ;is constituting one oviposition (Table 2). The  species least selective 
of the egg tlel>osition sit? is I.. ccllcal-; it is the only one of the four that 
places eggs between nioist pieces of plastic sponge and glass. 
1,aboratory incul1;ition of phalangid eggs thus far has been difficult to 
sustain. With the necessary moisture present for development, lnolcl growth 
almost always overgrows the eggs before development is complete and hatcll- 
ing can occnr. Two species have been llatclled successfully: L. longipes and 
PI-~nla~~gilrnr opilio. The  cggs of the latter appear to resist the attack of mold 
more strongly than the former; when cggs of the two species are maintained 
sitle by side in the same tlisll, P. opilio always survives longer than L. lon- 
gipes. Totld (1949, :untl personal communication) found that brushing a 
substratum of moist plaster of paris weekly with a very dilute solution of 
copper sulfate prevented mold growth. Yuan and Edgar (unpublished) ob- 
served that eggs of P. opilio develop and hatch with greatest success when 
incubated in an :it~nospllere of 94 to 98% relative humidity. Eggs in drier 
air lost too ~nncll iiioistnre to tlevelop completely, antl those in higher 
humidities were tlestroyetl I)y mold. Attempts to retard mold growth by 
removal of mold spores from t l ~ e  eggs by rinses with weak solutions of de- 
tergent and various iungicitles were generally unsuccessful. Hatching of 
P. opilio eggs was achievetl by Klee and Butcher (1968) with a substratum 
ol styrofoani providecl avitll l/s inch diameter holes approximately 3/q  inch 
deep. A relative humidity of 75%-90% was maintained. 
As development within the egg approaches the hatching stage, con- 
siderable anatomical detail may be seen through the nearly transparent 
egg case. Tlie eye tubercle is inost prominent and appears first. Later, the 
segirlents of the abtloinen are visible. Legs 111 and 1V are seen to extend 
posteromcdially and then to bend anteromedially, terminating between the 
chelicerae antl base of the palpi. Legs I and I1 traverse medially to the 
opposite side oi tlie animal, extend dorsally and, in the case of the long 
second leg, completely encircle the girth of the animal and terminate just 
dorsal to its own trocliailter. These leg positions are similar to those de- 
scribed for Opilio pal-ietinzis just before hatching (Holm, 1947). When 
emergence from the egg is imminent, movement within may be seen. T h e  
major lnovernent is a slight anteroposterior contraction of the abdomen 
similar to that exliibitetl by atljoining segments of an earthworm as it inches 
forward. Tlie dorsal portions of the segments relax before tlie ventral and 
cause a dorsal arching of tlle abdomen. T h e  complete movement is cyclical 
and extends over a 5-6 second period. The  uneven pressure of the contained 
fluid ultimately weakens tlle egg case and the fluid serves to lubricate the 
- - 
exit oi the animal. T h e  initial rupture of the egg membrane is done by a 
special "egg tootli" (Ualbiani, 1872) which disappears with the first molt. 
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MOLTING. -T~~  younp, newly-hatched phalangid grows to maturity via 
a series of molts. Newly exposed chitin rapidly llardens to an inelastic but 
variably flexible coat and consequently restricts growth owing to stretching 
of this surface layer. This is particularly noticeable with leg length and less 
obvious with change in body size ancl proportions. Even though the outside 
coat of chitin cannot be stretched, the body may take on larger dimensions 
and greater mass by straightening out the infoldings ancl wrinkles. The  
recently molted animal with new, hard chitin consequently will have the 
leg lenglh ol the new stage and the body measurements of the old. With in- 
crease in time, the legs remain the same length but the body grows and fills 
out tlle "slack" in the outqide body wall. For these reasons leg length rather 
than body s i ~ e  is used a5 a criterion of stage of development. Body s i ~ e  is 
useful to a limited extent, especially in sex determination, when eggs ac- 
cumulate in the female arid distend the abdomen to its greatest capacity. 
There are seven molts, and consequently eight stages, after hatching, 
in the life history of the Leiobunz~rr~ species studied on Grapevine Point 
(Table 3). A similar developinent is reported by Todd (1949) for L. rotun- 
durn, Platybzrnus triangrllaris and Phalangiurn opilio in England. The  
usual period between molts is 6-20 days with the exception of the casting 
of the first srnootll skin a t  hatching. This first molt usually occurs within 
one or two hours of emergence. 
Pllalangids molt on Cree trunks, small limbs, spider webs, undersides of 
leaves, windfall branches and twigs, and leaves in the litter. The  surface 
used need have only two basic qualifications: (a) it should be positioned so 
that the animal can use the pull of gravity to its advantage in withdrawing 
the long legs, and (b) it must be rough enough for secure anchorage. Neither 
is an absolute essential, however, since on several occasions small immatures 
have completed the molt on the smooth floor of a Petri dish. For tlle larger 
bodied, longer-legged individuals the two above conditions must be met in 
some degree if a successful ecclysis is to occur. 
All of the eight legs need not be attached to the substrate for the animal 
to molt perfectly. An anterior anti posterior pair, usually 1 and IV, are the 
most commonly anchored. When tlie animal is suspended from a horizontal 
surface preparatory to shedding its cllitinous case, the body is often held 
farther from the substrate than in a normal resting stance. In the latter, the 
body commonly is held less than one-third the distance from the supporting 
surface to the highest point of the arch of the longest leg. In preparation for 
molting the body is held almost pendulum-like, more than two-thirds of this 
distance from the surface. 
When the phalangid takes the position it will maintain during the molt, 
it performs a series of spastic, jerking movements as if testing the strength 
of the attacl~inent between the tarsi and the substratum. These movements 
probably sever internal connections between the old chitinous coat and the 
underlying chitin-producing epidermis. The external split and baring of the 
cephalotl~orax are initiated by this action. 
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T h e  initial rupture of the old skin occurs at the anterolateral inargin 
of the cep1l;rlothor;rx so that the dorsua~ can peel backward over the eye 
tubercle and abdomen ant1 the ventral portion can be pulled free of the 
moue11 parts, chelicerae, palpi, abdomen, and walking legs, in that order. 
T h e  last point of detachment of the animal from the old case is at the anal 
plate. Apparently, dorsal ;rnd ventral linings of a vestibule-like anus can be 
clamped together ant1 held securely until the animal releases pressure and 
tlrus severs this 1;lst connection between ithell and its exuvium. 
T h e  basic muscular contr;rction which gradually removes the animal 
Sroin its case is abdominal, with assistance from the palpi antl chelicerae. 
Also, muscles between tlie coxae and thorax are able to contract indivitlually, 
thus slowly aiding in slipping ofI the case as one would remove a glove, un- 
assisted, from one hand. Wllen viewed from the side, the abclorninal segments 
are seen to s!lorten along the longitudinal axis. Tlien, .by relaxation of some 
ir~rlscles and contraction of their antagonists, the body m;ly be flexetl toward 
or arcllcd away from the ventral surface. 
Freeing the dorsum is accomplishetl quickly; extricating the long legs 
constitutes the artluo~ls part of the whole task. A rllytlrrnical pattern of: 
(a) flexing the abdomen to bring the cllelicerae and palpi closer to the 
portions of the legs still in tlreir cases; (b) grasping tlle lcgs I>y chelicerae 
and palpi; (c) arching the body away frolrl the leg cases; (cl) separating rnove- 
lnents to prevent wet leg surfaces from adhering to one anotller during dry- 
ing; (e) rest and then repetition of the above five activities, continues until 
all legs arc free. The  lcgs are pulled ont of their encasements much as a 
person, with ;rrrns in sleeves tied to tlle fronts of his legs, would pull the arms 
ventr;rlly ;1nc1 forward out of the sleeves. Even though the shorter legs are 
freed before the longer ones, they are still maintained in a bundle with the 
otl~ers and grasped by the chelicerae antl palpi. These free legs tlo not grasp 
the otllers but rather, by contact friction, exert some pull on those still 
encased. When thc lcgs are nearly free the aniinal will, by a disorganized 
type of walking nloverlleiPt, separate tlle~rl as if to begin tlrying them. When 
the legs are entirely frec, they are not inralediately extended, but their distal 
ends are held in close proximity to the nlouch parts and, one after the other, 
are threaded past them. This activity is necessary to remove all extracellular 
accumulations and liquitls before they dry between the delicately connected 
articles o l  the tarsi. With this task finished, the animal allows the lcgs to 
hang partially extended antl rnotionless while tlle new chitin solidifies. 
Often a series of strange, pulsing inoveincnts passes througll all legs simul- 
taneously as if, by internlittent internal fluid pressure, the legs were being 
gently forcetl to positions ~vhicll would support tlle body in a normal, resting 
stance. This is the last chance for the legs to alter any dimensions or contour 
of joint articulation before the chitin hardens. 
Wllile the legs are hanging motionless tlle palpi go through a curious 
routine which suggests an exploration of the limit of all articulations. T h e  
segments seem to displace themselves spatially with each other and then 
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return to the original position. I t  looks as if it is a systc~natic tlouble-jointed 
nlotion of getting out of joint and then snapping back at eacll palpal articu- 
lation. 
During palpal activity the ovipositor of tlie female or penis of the male 
is gradually exerted lo il5 full length, left exposed for a Tew seconcls and 
then, very slowly, withdrawn a portion at a time. Several times tlie tip of 
the ovipositor is wagglect in all directions just as one would test the flexible 
tip of a hose to make sure that it can move in right angles to the longitudinal 
axis and swing in a 360" arc. 
Following the drying of the lcgs, the animal moves in a direction which 
brings it back to the same position it occupied when the case first began to 
split. As soon as the legs are secured tlle anal attachment is released and the 
animal is completely free of the old case for the first time. With a minimum 
of nloveinent the animal moves backward the length of its body and buries 
its ~noutll  parts in the wrinkled remains of the old hody covering. Examined 
microscopically at this point, tlie old exuviuin will be seen to be partially 
filled with a clear, viscous fluitl. T h e  purpose of returning to the case is to 
recover this fluicl and use it to best advantage in replenishing body fluids 
and expanding the animal to its fullest size. A long period of inactivity by 
the animal in tlle ne:~rby vicinity of the molt case conlpletes the process of 
molting. The  color of tlie new exterior is white in i~ninature animals and 
pale gray or even bluish in atlults or near-adults. As time passes, following 
molting, the coloration deepens in intensity ant1 liue so that after a day or 
two one cannot be sure that a molt has recently taken place. 
The  time requirement for completion of various molts of a particular 
species increases as the s i x  of the animal increases. Relative humiclity, tem- 
perature, and air movement cause variation in these molting times. Tlie 
most critical Iactor for a successful molt is relative humidity. If the surface 
of the inolting animal dries too rapidly, the lcgs will be trapped within their 
old cases when the new, exposed chitin hardens. Resulting grotesque leg 
shapes usrially make these appendages useless to tlle animal for loconlotion 
or for any other activity except clumsy support. 
Given an adequately high relative humidity, molting is not restricted 
to any particular period of the day or season. Since at any nlo~nent several 
body stages are usually present in a population of phalangids, molting is 
likely to occur at all times except in adverse moisture conditions. I t  is not 
uncommon to note, during a period of drought, an almost complete absence 
of molting activity. 7i\Titllin 24 hours of a rain following a prolonged dry 
period, nearly all the individuals of the population will have shed the old 
case. Thus, any graphic representation of leg lengths with time will not be 
a smooth line but rather a steplike one (for example, L. calcal-, Fig. 1).  
In the laboratory, phalangids frequently have difficulty in completing 
a perfect exuviation if temperature and relative llunlidity fluctuate. As 
temperature rises, for example, the relative humidity decreases, and since 
the animal cannot anticipate the thermostat or a strange set o l  environ- 
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FIG. 1. Changes in length of leg IV in I.r,ioh~~nlciri sl>ecics stliclicd at  Grapevine 
Point. 
rrlental conditions it is often caught with its lcgs only partially free. Usually 
tlle old case can be slicd, but in taking an unusually long time to do so the 
chitin llardens with legs in grotesque, useless shapes. In nature, an individual 
is only very rarely seen wit11 as ~nucll as the tip of one leg deformed. Cor- 
relating laboratory conditions wit11 molting success suggests that the lowest 
R.H. at wliich the process is completed perfectly by near-adults at this 
latitide is about 60%. Ir;trequcntly, successful molts have been made at 
relative Ilurnidities as low as 57';/,, hut morc often leg deformation or failure 
results. 
Tlle length of the fourth walking leg was chosen as an index of body 
stage for two reasons. First, it is missing on both live and preserved speci- 
mens less often than the others. Second, since it is second only to leg I1 in 
length, accuracy in measurcinent is at least as high as it would be with the 
otllers. Tlle leg proportions lor the four pairs of legs remain constant; that 
is, il leg I1 is particularly long all otllers on that animal will be correspond- 
ingly longer than the mean for that leg, stage and species. 
Comparative seasonal development of the four species of Leiobunum un- 
der consideration, as indicated by length of leg IV, may be seen in Figure 1. 
Unfortunately, collections are not available to complete the early part of 
the record; that is, stages of L. longipes, L. ~ ~ i t t a t u r n  a t1 L. ct~lcar earlier 
than those with leg IV lengths of 7 mm, 14 mm and 21 mm, respectively, 
were not found in nature. None of the species was recovered in samples 
taken on April 11, 1958. Extensions of the curves for L. longipes, L. uittatzirn 
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,~nt l  I>. c~~ lco l  to tlie point, ,tt which they might intelsect the time axis sug- 
gest tli;~t eggs hattlietl sometime between May 20 and May 30. 
At each molt, leg5 ot all four species regularly increase in length very 
nen~ly one-half their previour length (Fig. 1 ancl Table 3). Only in stage 
eight tan one he certain ol the sex of a11 the individuals. Usually in stage 
3even tile sex can be identified in L l o n g l p ~ ~ ,  I>. poltt1~rt7, ancl I,. uzttnt~tnz. 
R,~ATURA.~ON A N D  L o ~ ~ ; ~ v i ~ ~ . - - W i t l i  experience one can distinguish the 
four species of the stucly area from the filth stage onward. Previous to this, 
botly-leg proportions are not diagnostic and a characteristic juvenile colora- 
tion prcvatles the four species of Leio h ~ r n ~ ~ ~ t . r .  Lciobu1i un7 longipes in the 
fo~irtl i  stage exhibits a diagnostic white band at the tlistal end of tibia 11. 
This bantl persists in later stages and provides a convenient field itlentifi- 
cation cllarac.tcr. L~io61o71i7ti p o l i t ~ ~ r ~ l  may be confused witli it since most 
o f  the sections of all lour pairs of its legs liave lighter colored tlistal areas. 
7'hc tarsi appear somewlr:~~ beaded with alternate dark and liglit brown in 
LA. poli t~tln wliile in L. 1o)lgipe.s tlie tarsi are uniformly darker brown. Tlie 
fenior;~ of all legs early s l io~i  a sliglitly heavier ant1 tlai-kei- spination in L. 
politrl~tr tlian in I,. loligipr,~. In the adult male of L .  longipes this distinction 
does not Iiold. Usually the central dorsal pattern of L. po1itun.r is darker and 
its lateral margins more ne;trly parallel than that of L .  longipes. Proximally 
thc patella of the 1);1lpus narrows its :lttachment noticeably more in I,. Po- 
l i t~ t ln  than in I>. 1orlgipc.r. In tlie Sew stages prior to maturity the mean 
length of leg 1V in I>. polil~tni is distinct lrom that ol the other three species. 
Tlie larger (riot longer) legs of I,. 7~itt(ltzirtr distinguisli it quite readily from 
Id. lol.rgiif,es ancl I - .  f~olitrtnr. It has no white spot on the dist;~l portion of 
tibia 11. Tlie tlol-s:11 pattcrn becomes recogniz;~ble earlier than in L .  lon- 
gipes; tlie venter is ;I pasty gray. Leiob~inzrnz ca lca~  is almost always larger 
I)otliecl ant1 ternpor:~lly in :I later stage of development than the other three 
s~~ecies  of I.c:iob~in~ttt.r. The  coloration of the tlorsuin is characteristically 
~xttternetl witli more 1.etl :untl orange. 
At the last molt tlie Id. viltatzlnz male cxliibits a cllaracteristically longer 
pillpus than tile female. 11 is an obvious character. Similarly, the palpi of 
tllc lrialc L. ctilcrr?- possesses a I;~rge s p ~ ~ i -  on the femur. As ~ r o w t h  proceeds 
there ;Ire abdoininal size tliKerenccs between male and fenlale because fe- 
iri;~les take on tlie task of egg protluction. The  abdomens of tlie males are 
typic:~lly slender and pointed. 
Sexes cannot be grossly distinguislietl with certainty in I>. cnlcay- and 
I> .  .i~ilt(~trrn.r until tllc last body stages. With L .  longipes and L .  politurn, body 
1"-oportions ancl coloration indicate sexuality in stage seven. Tlie central 
tlol,s:~l pattern of tlie female I,. /oli,gipcs is black, witli ;I few puzzling excep- 
lions, and brown in the male. T h e  male abdomen remains truncate and 
rect:~ngul:~i- wliile in the leiii;~le it beconies expanded gradually and is blunt- 
ly pointed posteriorly. Similar distinctions apply to L. politut~z except that 
tlie male is a more unilonn 1101-n-tan in color while tlie female has a distinct, 
dark brown dorsal pattern and tan lateral margins. 
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Phalangids froin the study area maintained and observed in the labora- 
tory for several weeks displayed no obvious ill effects attributable to tlle 
unnatural surroundings. They fed readily, molted at comparable times, 
mated unhesitatingly, and presumably died after a normal life span. Table 
4 records the mean and extremes for laboratory deaths 01 the four species 
from Grapevine Point. 
R i lA~~~~ . -Wi t l l i n  a week after the first molts to stage eight havc occurred 
in a population of L. longlpes, the first signs of the approaching rcprotluc- 
tive period appear. Small groups or clusters of 3-7 males and females are 
seen on tree trunks from tllree feet above the ground up to the lower 
TABLE 4 
DATES OF DEATHS OF FOUR SPECIES OF L~i0bllnllltl  MAINTAINED IN THE LABORA~IOKY 
- .- 
I.. longif~es L. vittatzlirz L. calcnr I,. f io l i t~ i fn  
Sex 8 P 8 0 8 P 8 9 
Mean 9/20 9/22 9/15 10/2 8/21 8/22 W I G  9/7 
Range 8 8/29-10/14 9/1-10/18 8/7-9/2 8/21-10/21 
0 8129-ll/I 91'2-1 1/27 8/4-91'2 9/2-91 11 
Number observed 30 28 19 11 8 4 10 4 
branches. Since by this stage the animals have become large enough to be 
conspicuous on the litter, the trunks appear to provide a more suitable 
environment for these generally inactive gatherings. No apparent organi- 
zation exists; males are not gi-o~iped together in one place ant1 females in 
another, at  least at  first. Later on, males often appear at the periphery of 
the cluster. Clusters containing rip to 58 indivicluals of LJ. longipes have 
been observed on Grapevine Point. Such clusters do not senerally last for 
more than a few days: six days after the cluster of 58 was seen, only six 
inale L. longipes remained at the same site. 
Other than L. longipes, I,. ui t tntum was the only species observed to 
form clusters. These were not associated with tree trunks. On August 6, 
1958, three males and five females were found within six feet of the ground 
on leaves and branches of n beech tree. No activity was noted. Similarly, on 
July 11, 1959, clusters were observed on low broad-leaved herbs among 
sedges between the forest and shore line o i  Grapevine Point. One cluster 
of seven (three males and four females) occurred on the upper half of a 
plant about 20 inches lligh; the males were at the apex of the plant, two 
with legs in contact, while the females were within six inches of each other 
on the bases of nearby leaf blades. Other clusters of tllree each were seen in 
the same area. 
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Repeatccl observations of L. Iongipes clusters indicated that males 
eventually encounter females and attempt to copulate. The  females vigor- 
ously resist this tlisturbance at first; when the frequency of copulation at- 
tempts increases they move away froin the cluster, often farther up the tree, 
tlown to low vegetation, or to sm;lller trees where clusters do not ordinarily 
occur. Clusters, therefore, zradually disperse and disappear. T h e  older males 
are the first to exliibit mating activity. As this activity increases, they wander 
more ant1 more incessantly. Females are encountered more frequently and 
their resistance to mating eventually decreases, as resultant skirmishes be- 
coine less intense. 
Whether lemales of L. longipes leave isolated perches to wander over 
;rre;ls l'rccluented by rriales is not known. Prior to 1958, when the collecting 
procetlure hilt1 not yet includetl tree-shaking, I could not ascertain how 
rnany leinalcs survivetl the final niolt or, when they :lid, to what portion of 
the hnl~itat they retrcr~ted. .Aggregations of both 1n;rles antl females were 
seen on trunks prep:Ir;ttory to mating; at this time, females were scarce in 
tllc litter antl lower trunk populations. Wlien collcc-tions from trunks and 
1)rancllcs wcre kcpt sep:n-ate from tliose lrorn litter ancl low herbs, it was 
fount1 that even (luring days of intense mating activity more females were 
collectetl on trees than elscwllerc. Observations during the course of several 
tri;~ting seasons suggested t1l;lt somc lem;~les are entirely missed by inales 
tlespite tlicir continuous scarclling, and that others ovipost only a portion 
of tlicir total egg protluction. Females wliicl~ came fl-on1 high in the branches 
consisten~ly Iiatl al>clomens inore distendetl with cggs than those from the 
grountl. IS mating :~ritl oviposition are attained only via a sequence of 
trigger antl release actions, thc lailure of somc fernales to be mated and/or 
to oviposit is not surprising. On numerous occasions in the laboratory, un- 
inatetl fernales have ovipositetl large clusters of eggs in a seemingly normal 
nianner. 
Mature inales do not always limit their mating xctivities to females of 
thcir own species. Tlie larger-bodietl, more powerful males of L. ca1ca1- and 
I > .  -oi t tc~l~lrt~ occasionally try to copulate with any feinale phalangicl en- 
countcretl. Such atteinpts torrlnionly result in conflict, and the male is often 
tlraggetl antl twistetl by the female. Hc may try to lace her and bring her 
closc enough to ell'ect a union, but slie generally resists either by lowering 
licr cep l la lo t l~or :~~  antl raising hcr abdomen to avoid contact, or by turning 
away coml~letcly. Malcs that are conspecific with such a female do not inter- 
l'erc in these conflicts. 
A peck-ortler ol aggression exists among males of different species; i t  
appears to clepencl upon relative body size and strength. L. calcur and L. 
-i)ittatzirn, in that order, doininate L. longipes ant1 I,. politurn. The  latter 
two exhibit l i ~ t l c  antagonism toward each other or toward the two larger 
species. On one occasion, one rnale e;~ch of Id. calcal- and L. uittatzlm were 
placed in the same laboratory chamber. For two days the former continually 
l~arassed the latter, using both palpi and cllelicerae to grasp legs, then 
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shaking and pulling. L. ~ ~ i t t ( i t l ~ r t i  wi s strong enough to drag his antagonist 
around and eventually to cscape from his clutclles. 
During the active mating period, I>. longipes males exhibit one ol two 
reactions to tlie presence of other males of the same species: (1) if :I female 
L. lorigipes is present ant1 the male lias cop~~l;~tecl  with her, Ire will meet 
other males as intrutlers and try to fentl them on'; (2) if no fenlale is near, 
males meet each other with indin'erence or inild avoidance. When two or 
more males encounter a lemale, the one which finally copulates with her 
has first to ward on' the advances of the other males. Usually, the male closest 
to tlie feinalc meets ~111 c1i:~llengers until no frlrtller advances are rnatle. T h e  
victor may copulatc at1 libitum with the feinale but is always subject to 
further attack antl tlis~>laceinent. When a group ol males encountel-s a 
receptive female, as much as Imll an hour may he required to tletcrinine 
wllicll one will serve as mate. 
Struggles between 1n;tles take the foi-m of leg pulling contests. One will 
advance to an upper position, grasp a leg of the opponent wit11 the cheli- 
cerae and palpi, ant1 then violently jerk u p  antl down or rapidly rotate the 
hotly. liotation is in the tlorsoventral plane antl is clockwise when viewed 
from the animal's right side. One struggle lasted Toi- 23 cycles of 3-5 revolu- 
tions each before tlie aninla1 lower in position broke loose and Iletl. Tlic 
objective appears to be to put so rnucll sliock stress on the leg that it is 
injured or I~roken fro111 the body. Despite this, tlre upper iriale tries to put 
tlle other animal to flight. Often no consistent winner appears for some 
time. It has becn obse~.vctl that inales wliicll have successfully inet 21 series 
of challengers have been those will1 all eight legs intact. 
Repeated copulation with a lcrnale is the rule. In  one series of laboi-a- 
tory observations, a in;~le Id. longipes was seen to attempt colx~lation at least 
29 tiines over a periotl ol two and one-h;ilE Ilour-s. If a inalc ~ 1 1 1 0  has copu- 
lated with a female is challcngetl he must leave her briefly to repel the new 
threat. Occasionally a smaller male, who never directly challenges the 
reigning male, seizes the opportunity to mate witli tlie unattended female 
while tlie defender is eng;~gecl with a third male. When the pllysically 
superior male returns to the female, he usually copulates again. 
Tlre act of copulation is rather simple. T h e  male faces the female and 
grasps her by placing his palpi bellintl her secontl pair of legs close to the 
body. Tlre second pair of legs ol the iriale are poised at strategic places to 
clctect interruption. The  first legs are used to hold back the front legs of 
the feinalc shoultl she resist. The  remaining legs apply support and clirec- 
tion to the body. At tinics, the female of L. uittntzlrn has been observed to 
use her palpi antl chelicernc to assist dii-ection of tlie penis to Ilei- genital 
operculum. ?‘lie cop~~lat ion embrace may last for a period ranging from a 
few seconds to several minutes depending upon the quiescence of the fe- 
male. Slle usually termin:~tes the act by depressing the anterior part ol' her 
body which, if done vigarously and suddenly, almost always breaks the 
grip of the male. 
Males other ~11:ul tlic one escorting a felnale do not struggle with each 
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otller when they meet. Either by sight, otlor, or some tactile facility they 
recognize the ~na l e  wllicll must be tlefeatetl in order to copulate with the 
I'em;ale. A cloir~inating male often will not pursue its female out of the area 
in wllicll it 1121s fcritletl off all comers. \\illen the female strides unhindered 
out of this area the male reacllcs 21 point beyond wlliclr it will not follow. 
Other rrlales show no fltrtller concern with figlltirlg hirn, but establish 
;~not l~er  victor in the immediate vicinity of the female. Tlle previous mate 
shows some elrort to seal-cll his territory but no effort is nlatle to re-acquire 
the lost mate outsitle the area of e;ti-lier rriating activity. 
Immediately after copulation the male forms ;in umbrella-like canopy 
over tlle botly of tlre fc~llale wit11 either the secorltl or tllii-tl pair of legs. If 
;~ttcntion to the feinalc is sliown at any lime, it occurs at this point, the 
male's legs gently strokins those of the female. In this manner tlle male 
lx;~ctically prevents tllc escape of the female antl shepherds her toward a 
st;rnc:e of oviposition. Ofterl it appears that if the male tlitl not do this direct- 
ing of tlle l'em;rle she ~voultl siinply walk away ancl fail to oviposit. Through 
tllc wllole 111-occss of' mating ant1 oviposition, except ;is noted above, the fe- 
male appears to take esscnti;ally no initiative. 
Oviposition by L2. longipes was observctl in detail on one occasion. Tlle 
ovipositor was exerted to its full length ( I S  rnm) between tlre plastic sponge 
antl glass wall of the watering tube in the cllarnl,er. T h e  entire length of 
tlle tubular ovipositor was exposctl to view tllro~;lgl~ the glass. Generally, 
egg~11-l-ivetl at irlterv:lls ol 10-14 secontls, I ~ u t  occ;~sionally two or three 
al~l~e;ri-ed in rapid succession 4-5 secontls apart. Tlie ovipositor remained 
relatively inactive except at the terminal one-sixth portion. This  region 
began vigorously twitching ant1 waving back antl Sort11 two or three seconds 
;after the last egg was tliscll;~rgecl ant1 continued until another appeared. 
7'he circular, iashing nlotion occurretl rapitlly (4-7 times per second) and 
may 1l;avc ;ritlecl in tlic perist;lltic movcnlerlt wlaicli carries the egg clown the 
c;rn;~l of the organ. As the egg passed ;ilorig its path, no  Ijulge in the tliameter 
of the ovipositor was secn. Since the diameter of the egg was very nearly that 
of tlie ovipositor, tllc e2g  nus st ll;~ve assurned an elongate sllapc. Eggs were 
placetl 011 the glass or sponge sirlgly by bringing the tip of the ovipositor 
close enor~gll to toucl~ t l ~ c  surface. When no surface was reaclletl conveni- 
ently, the eggs :rccumulatetl in ;I string at the ovipositor tip. Approximately 
120 eggs were placccl in one particular cluster. After withdrawing the ovi- 
positor, wllicl~ was rlcai-ly twice tlic length of the body, the female spent 22 
minutes :at tlle waterer tlrinking ant1 a shorter periotl feeding. By the time 
she 11;lc'l finisllecl eating :.and drinking, ller body outline was almost as dis- 
terltletl ant1 1.oluntl as prior to ovipositioi~. 
I,eiob~inzim - i~ i t t (~ t~ i r t~  does not exhibit so complex a pattern of mating 
;~ctivities as ilrat ol L. Iongipes. Tlle ~rlale ;rntl fenl;~lc spend much time in 
inactivity quite close to e:acll other. Sporatlically the nlale pursues the female 
in a very vigorous manner. Alter copulation, the male ceases to attend the 
ferrlale or to shephercl lier towards an oviposition site. 
L. cc~lccc~ mates repeatedly and for long periods. Usually the period is 
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20-50 minutes; the longest observetl continuous copulation was for 125 
minutes. No post-copulatory attention is shown by the male. 
Reproductive activities in L. politrim have been observed only a few 
times. Perhaps this species carries on most of its 1n;tting and ovipositing at 
night. The  male approaches tlle fernale in much the same manner as does 
LA. longipes; resistance of tlle l'einale is either violent or relatively passive. 
When males and females of L. politrrm and L2. longipes are all present 
in the sitme restricted locality, both species carry on their respective activi- 
ties without interference. Females of the two species may oviposit sitle by 
side in the same crevice or mound without dispute. 
AGGREGATIONS.-At two diKerent times in the life history of L. longipes 
tliere is an obvious discontinuous distribution of the population on the 
forest floor. One of tliese is associated with mating. In early August, [luring 
the reproductive period, one inay predict with re;~sonable success where 
mating will occur. Ainong the irregularities in the typical forest floor con- 
tour are mounds topped by areas of moss, large fallen logs wllicll are in late 
stages ol' decay, ant1 stumps whose bases accuilll~late litter and moisture. 
Wherever an increase in tlie supply of moisture is apt to occur, p1l;rlangids 
will almost certainly centel. tlieii- mating ancl oviposition activity. Whether 
males come to these centers to search for females or -cvliether tlie females 
congregatc here antl attract iriales is not known. On one occasion, 15-20 
male L. longipes were seen wandering continuously over an oval ridge of 
soil containing wintlfall, a decayed log, moss, ant1 some licllens. T h e  animals 
avoided t!~ickly tangled twigs antl occasionally climbed a low maple seedling. 
When limits of the area were reaclietl, males occasion:~lly continued on out 
of the area, but more often they turned back antl reinainetl in the vicinity 
of the mound. One feniale L. longipes was also in the area, about one foot 
above the ground on the upper surface of a leaf of A ~ a l i a  nzidicaulis. After 
a period, 1 dislotlged her to the litter surface. She "froze" for about one 
minute ant1 then inoved a few inches, wllereupon a male touclletl her. Slle 
was recogrlized immediately but rapidly ino~ied away about tliree feet. T h e  
aroused male was apparently un;rble to find her afterwards. When I placed 
her closer to the rnalcs, hcr alternate rapid striding and freezing behavior 
suggested :I tendency to avoid detection. 
The  other time o l  aggregation is associated with the early stages of 
dcvelopnient. Upon hntcliing, the young move only very gradually away 
from tlle hatching site, antl the centers of oviposition activity can still be 
detected as late as the ncxt spring. After the third molt is completed, thc 
animals frequently conlc to tlie surface litter antl deploy rapidly to less 
populated areas. 
ESCAPE AND CONCEALMLNT.-If a phalailgid is startled while resting or 
striding on a tree trunk it will usually spring away froin the trunk and float 
to the forest floor. Tlie long legs prcvent too rapid a descent and maintain 
a horizontal orientation with the ground surface. Usually the descent of the 
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I>otly is lost from sight in the dim light of the s1l;lded habitat, and tlle animal 
Irecluently remains motionless at the spot where it lands. Unless one retains 
sight of the animal, he might as well wait patiently for it to move volun- 
t;~rily; brushing the litter in an en'ort to flush it usually serves only to bury 
it deeper among the loose leaves. Leiobunurn politzlnz and the female L. 
mlcnl-  arc especially successful in this method of escape. Others, especially 
I.. longipes, escape by moving rapidly in an irregular course, casting very 
little slladow and blendinx well with the background litter coloration. 
Phalangids frequently are found on a background substratum which 
seems to enllance concealment. Tlle black, white, and gray I>. v i t ta tum,  as 
well as L. longipes, frecl~~cntly rest their bodies in insect scars or self-pruning 
irregularities of Be t~r ln  ptrpyrifel-n and Popz~ l z~s .  Often tlle most rapid means 
of sigllting intlividuals in these situations is to searcll the profile of the tree 
trrrnk for a leg llelcl up  away from the trunk surface 01- stretchetl across an 
area of contrasting bark. The  botly blencls with the background or is almost 
out of sight. Le iob~rnu ln  c(~lcnr antl L. p o l i t t ~ ~ ) ~ ,  both predominantly brown, 
usually remain in the curl of ;I fallen leaf or in the interstices formed by 
several pieces of litter. C:ui-iously, as young phalangitls increase in size and 
change coloration they shift from one substratum to another more concealing 
one. This is clone by going to a sorncwhat larger trunk and shifting from 
B. papyl-i{c~-cl to the darker bark of maples. Even the health of the tree appar- 
ently is involvetl. Dead trees usually are avoitletl as are excessively rotted 
or discolored trunks of Bet7ila. A factor involved may be the difference of 
relative humidity m;rintainetl in bark crevices or blemishes of living corn- 
paretl with dead trees. 
Aul-OT~MY.-Autotomy of legs is an effective means of escape for plla- 
langids. Loss ol an appendage is a simple matter ant1 results only in de- 
creased agility antl the loss of a snlall droplet of blootl. When one grasps an  
individual it is almost a l ~ a y s  by the legs since they are comparatively more 
accessible. i f  one leg or t~\ io  adjacent ones are held and the animal can ply 
leverage on the autotomy planes with the others it often will break loose 
and may escape. I t  is not uncornmon to see one or two legs of Id .  longipes 
tiglltly bound in a spider web; the phalangid survivetl apparently by the 
ability to release the entan%led leg. 
The  question of wlletlrer or not a phalangid can ritl itself of injured 
legs llas received some discussion. Bishop (1949) cnutiously suggests that 
pl~~langicls ack the ability to ritl themselves of darnaged members. Obser- 
vations to the contrary have been rare, but two situations suggest that under 
some conclitions self-amputation occurs. On several occasions molts in the 
laboratory have been regular except For one leg, wllich was pulled free along 
only one-third of its length. The  animal dried tlie remaining ones as usual 
and then proceeded to twist off the trapped appendage, leaving it twitching 
spasmotlically, attachetl to the old exuvium. 
The  second observation was more conclusive. In  hantlling a L. longipes 
tlle rigllt leg I1 was broken in the middle of the tibia and remained attached 
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by only a thread of tissue. The  animal grasped the dangling distal end with 
palpi and chelicerae and tugged on it until it was disengaged. For a short 
period it seemed to examine and fondle the piece and then proceeded to 
"thread" it past the mouth parts. Whcn the broken piece was dropped 
accidentally to the leaf on which the animal was perched, it searched 
methodically over most ol the surface of the leaf. Oddly, the first pair 
touched the disengaged piece several times but only a few times was it 
apparently recognized. When the animal recovered the disengaged piece it 
performed the typical threading operation as if nothing had happened. The  
broken stub was used as if the entire leg were intact. About 40 minutes after 
the broken distal portion was freed, the remaining proximal section was 
broken oft'. The  actual release was not observed, but it occurred where there 
was no possibility of its getting entangled and breaking off accidentally. 
MOVEMENTS AND VERTICAL  MIGRATION.-^^^^ a pllalangid is startled, 
the observer is often equally suprised to see as a response not flight but 
rather a strange pumping or bobbing up and down of the body while the 
legs remain in place. Velocity is gained with each cycle; following this, the 
animal usually strides away rapidly. I t  may remain stationary, however. 
This response occurs most frequently in cool weather or after the animal 
has been motionless for some time. Presumably this "pumping" up and 
down raises the temperature of the locomotory muscles. After the tempera- 
ture reaclles a certain level, the animal is able to travel faster. This activity 
has been observed in male phalangids just before attacking other males or 
seeking to copulate with females in the temporary care of other males. 
Wigglesworth (1950) explains the preliminary fluttering of large sphingid 
moths as necessary to warm the flight muscles above 30°C. If the moths are 
kept in an incubator at S4"C they are able to fly witllout initial fluttering. 
Perhaps the same mechanism operates in phalangids. Although greater 
speed of travel or activity may be attained in this manner, it may be hazard- 
ous to the animal when immediate escape is necessary for survival. Usually 
not more than one or two seconds are required to reach operating tempera- 
ture. 
In view of the body-to-legs proportions of this order of arthropods, the 
degree of agility is remarkable. With eyesight of questionable acuity, some 
species are able to move through a tangle of grass almost as fast as the 
collector can part tllc grass to follow them. The  length of tlle legs enables 
opilionids to traverse terrain which would require circuitous detours by 
spiders, ants or other animals of comparable body size and speed. An inter- 
esting example of phalangid agility was observed in a laboratory chamber. 
The  animal lost its footing while striding upside down on wire screen. Only 
one leg remained attached, and although it tried several tirnes it did not 
have enough strength to bring the others to the screen above. I t  therefore 
grasped the anchored leg with the other legs and climbed it, as one would 
a rope, to the screen. All this was done in about SO seconds. 
Vertical migration in L2. longipes appears to be more of a seasonal 
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pllenornenon tli:~n a tlaily one. Animals liatcl~ in the litter, remain there 
until they grow too large to occupy spaces between leaves and twigs, and 
then eiiierge to scamper over the surface litter in search of food. During 
inclement weatller tlie ani1n;tls ascend small-diameter tree trunks to varying 
Iieiglits where there is less likelihood of attack from spiders, birds ancl 
Sorest rotlents. Gr:ttlually :I larger proportion of the population moves from 
tlle l'orest floor to the tree trunks and branches (Fig. 2). Barring extremes 
in weather, L. longipes could presumably spend several weeks in the 
I~ranclles ol trees without coming to the ground. Observations at Grapevine 
Point intlicatctl that potential food was abundant in the canopy; sinall flies 
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FIG. 2. Stlxtal location ; ~ n d  activity of I . e i o b ~ u z ~ ~ r r ~  longifies on Grapevine Point. Thc 
0-5 scalcs on  thc ortlinatc intlic;lte, in fiftlls of the collection, the proportion of L. longioes 
taken in p a r t i c ~ ~ l a r  strata oE t l ~ c  hal>ital (in litter, on litter, on  low Ilcrbs, on  trunks, in 
I,r;~ncl~cs) ant1 whilc ~rioving. 
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D a t e s  on  w h i c h  c o I  l e c t i o n s  w e r e m o d e  
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were nutnerous among tlie leaves, and the dillrnal collections from tlie 
foliage c:ontained Inany cacltlis [lies, may flies, dipterans and small moths. 
More activity occurs in the dark than in daylight (Edgar and Yuan, 
1968). Greater nocturnal activity is to be expected, since tlie teniperature is 
ordinarily lower and the relative huniitlity higher at night. T h e  only time a 
majority oS anim;rls w;~s Sound engaged in any activity in daylight was dur- 
ing the mating period (Fig. 2). 
Searching activity is characterized by striding a few inches, nearly 
stopping to palpate tlie new territory with the second pair of legs, then 
moving aheatl anotliei- Few inclies. Unusual objects or terrain are examined 
Inore cal~tiously. The  plialangitl's pat11 is typically a meandering one, prob- 
ably because the animal proceeds in sucll a 11;llting manner. 
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A % ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . - P h a l n n g i d ~  spend a remarkably high proportion of their 
lives inactively, although this is not often apparent to the casual collector 
who is apt to startle the resting animals into activity before he observes 
them. Phalangids have been fount1 in the laboratory to remain motionless 
for over 12 hours at a time. This behavior is protective to them in at least 
two respects: (1) movement may reveal their presence to a predator, and 
(2) if the humidity is low, or if water or food is difficult to obtain, the 
metabolic rate is lowered by inactivity and body reserves are conserved. 
Several degrees of alertness may be exhibited. While the animal is 
motionless and resting, legs I1 are extended in the direction of the most 
probable approach OF danger. At the slightest provocation they are raised 
and held motionless. If there is further tlisturbance each leg constantly roves 
in an arch approaching 180" laterally and 90" vertically. If the animal be- 
comes greatly excited or injured it will flee with all speed or remain with an 
increased number of legs poised upward and outward from the body. On 
one occasion an excited animal was dropped several feet to the cement floor. 
Being a relatively heavy-bodied species it probably was slightly injured. I t  
immediately stationed the longest leg pairs, I1 and IV, dorsolaterally from 
the body in a symmetrical manner. I t  was picked up  but because of its 
vigorous efforts to escape was lost again to the floor. This time it balanced 
on three legs and waved five in the air. If the vision of the species were 
better perhaps it would have fled. 
An animal ready to molt is clumsy ant1 spends an unusually lligll pro- 
portion of time in protected seclusion and inactivity. After molting, as 
chitin hartlens and new stren~tl l  is acquired, the animal is most alert. The  
greatest perception of movement by L. longipes occurs a few days after the 
last exuviation. 
LEG-THKEADING.-A peculiar activity of these animals in all stages of 
development is that of "threading" or "mouthing" the tarsi. One leg at a 
time, the most proximal portion of the metatarsi will be brought to the 
mouth and slowly, aided by palpi and chelicerae, worked laterally until the 
terminal tarsi have passed across the fleshy lobes of the palpi and leg I 
endites. More time is spent on the terminal articles of the tarsi, and par- 
ticularly on the tarsi of the second legs. Phalangids have been observed to 
keep tlle distal articles of the tarsi of the same leg in the region of tlle mouth 
for five minutes at a time. Phalangids keep themselves immaculately clean. 
In nature, their bodies seltlo~n have debris atlherent and ordinarily the legs 
glisten in pale sunlight. 
Leg-threading is a corollary to phalangid activity. In  the midst of mating 
or escape it  is not uncommon for a pllalangid to stop and spend several 
seconds mouthing a particular group of tarsal articles. Lyriform organs, 
single and grouped slit sensillae, and campaniform sensillae occur on pha- 
langid legs. The  function of the campaniform organs has been shown to be 
mechanoreceptive (Edgar, 1963). These organs seem to be highly sensitive 
and to permit the individual to recognize others of the same species and to 
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determine the sex in ;I rapid manner. Perhaps leg cleaning is necessary to 
preserve this higli level of functioning. 
I'OOD HABITS AND TROPHIC INTERACTIONS 
FEEDING AND D ~ ~ ~ I d ~ c . - F e e d i n g  in nature is done where and when the 
animal finds food. There is soine tendency, however, to carry food short 
distances to a point wllere disturbance is less likely. Phalangids have been 
seen carrying relatively large pieces (small moths or wllole mayflies) for 
several feet antl then climbing a short distance up  a tree t r~ lnk  before feed- 
ing. They often resist giving up food and will tug against the pull of another 
upon it. Feeding, as ~vitll mating, resting, antl searching, often goes on for 
over an hour. Appendages used in feeding are palpi and chelicerae plus 
occasional assistance I>y one of the first pair of legs to manipulate food. T h e  
seconcl pair is always raised antl on guard against intrusion while the remain- 
ing legs furnish support. After feeding is finished phalangids are meticulous 
in cleaning palpi, tarsi, rind the moutll region. 
Living foot1 is taken very tirnitlly. If the pllalangid detects movement 
but not aggressive beliavior it will continue to feed, otherwise retreat occurs. 
Tlie larger-bodied, stronger species, such as L. ralcal- and L. vittatzlrn, feed 
inore aggressively on living material than do I,. longipes and L. politurn. 
Drinking is a simple operation and occupies periods of a few seconds 
up to four minutes depentiing upon thirst ant1 availability of water. All 
that is needetl is a capillary film of water. The  inuscular pharynx produces 
a rapid pumping motion wllicll may take in water quite rapidly. An unusual 
opportunity to observe intake of water was afforded when one animal ex- 
perienced serious difficulty in molting. T h e  molt case was inextricably fast, 
with the animal tiislodged from its molting site and lying upside down in 
the bottom of a petri dish. Observation with the microscope made it possible 
to note the change in contour of the fill11 of water in the mouth area; it was 
seen that a pumpin: action of the pharynx, at tlle rate of 20-25 cycles per 
10 seconds, brought water into the mouth. 
FOOD ITEMS.-Disagreement exists in the literature on what constitutes 
the food of phalangids. Walker (1928) stated emphatically that "The food 
consists of fruit juices antl other vegetable matter. Some authors believe that 
they eat animal food but 1 have never observed them eating anything except 
vegetable matter." Bishop (1949) has correctly assigned the feeding prefer- 
ences and practices of ph:~langids. His observations are essentially the same 
as those reported here: a variety of foods, both plant and animal, are con- 
sumed by p1l;llangids. 
Harvestmen feed ravenously on mayflies, caddis flies and dipterans. 
Others, such as beetles, beetle larvae, snails, llymenopterans, some Hemip- 
tera, pseudoscorpions, and mites are often too hard to be pierced. If by some 
other means the exoskeleton of these forms is fractured, phalangids accept 
them as food. Bristowe (1949) included living snails, bird droppings and 
occasionally fungi as food. 
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In the laboratory, phalangicls from the study area have eaten Cercopidae 
(leallroppers), Ephemcroptera (mayflies), Chrysopidae (lacewings), many 
kinds of Diptera, Apidae (honey bees), earthu~orins, spiders, motlls and 
hutterllies, cooked ham, raw hainburger, apple, marsllmallow, and flavored 
gelatin. Soine loods were taken only if nothing else was available: grass- 
hoppers, crickets, some snails, Spirohol~is (millipede), cooked egg yolk, egg 
white, peannt butter, flour, and dry yeast. Most fresh beetles, including 
Cerambycidae, EIaterid;~e, and Scarahaeidae, were refused even when mac- 
erated. 
Pllal;~ngitls untlo~~l,teclly nse some plant material for food. However, 
only two observations in natnre were inade of phalangids eating anything 
but animal flesh, ancl one of these is questionable. In one instance, a leinale 
L. uittat~crr~ was seen feeding on a ripe wild red raspberry. Observation was 
close enough to see feecling ~novenlents of palpi and chelicerae. The  other 
occasion occurred along a sinall stream. Here it was tlrougllt that either 
L. longipes or L. politu111 was feeding on the lichens ant1 algae which cov- 
ered portions ol an ironwood tree trunk. The  dim light and alert animals 
inade accurate observation impossible. 
Drietl and pulverized lean beef is most convenient as a food source for 
prolonged laboratory leetling ol phalangids. It  keeps well and needs to be 
prepared only infrequently. June beetles, grasshoppers and mayflies have 
been collected in quantity and preparetl in a similar manner. While fresh 
Junc  beetles and grasshoppers are not prelerred food they are eaten without 
hesitation when dried and grountl into small pieces. 
1,aboratory maintenance of most species of pllalangids is usually simple 
and eisy. A cubicle wit11 side measureirlents roughly equal to twice the leg- 
spread of the adult is adequate for the longlegged species; a supply of dried 
food, and a small vial ol water stoppered with a piece ol plastic sponge are 
all that is necessary. Care is reduced to replenishing the water supply every 
1-7 days and to infrequent feedings. The  addition of freshly killed small 
insects like D~.osophilu is recommended 
Todd (1949) used both animal and vegetable matter as laboratory food 
lor phalangids. A mixture of dried egg, wholemeal flour and dry yeast was 
the basic food. Cultures of psocids and the larvae of the flour beetle, Tri-  
bolizsm confzsszim, were used to supplernent the diet. 
On one occasion, a Plzalangiz~~tz opilio oviposited a cluster of eggs in a 
Syracuse watch glass containing pieces of litter and shortly afterwards began 
eating them. Probably most species would eat their own eggs if they were 
easily accessible. 
FOOD SU~PLIES.-To support plialangid populations at the densities ob- 
served on Grapevine Point (see p. 13), a considerable quantity of food must 
have been available, at least from late May until early September. T o  verify 
the magnitude of this supply of appropriate nutrition two kinds of samples 
yere taken. In the first, the larger specimens found in the litter and on trees 
in a Im x 10m quatlrat were taken manually along wit11 the plralangids used 
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to calculate abund;~nce and biomass of Leiobunz~m shown in Table 1. The  
frequency of occurrence of non-phalangid invertebrates in the litter was 
tlerivecl from 43 collections taken from June 11 to August 26, 1958. Similarly, 
data for those in trees came froin 28 collections made during July 11-August 
15, 1958. In tlie second kind of sample, small inhabitants of the litter were 
obtained from a 0.5m x 0.5m plot within the quadrat and extracted with a 
Rerlese funnel. Five of these collections were made, at the rate of one per 
week lrom July 11 to August, 1958. These Berlese samples included all 
litter material (excepting seedlings and green herl~s) down to the root-per- 
mcated brown tluff; tlle leafl~lold layer was generally not taken. 
Table 5 lists the numbers ant1 groups recovered by this procedure. T h e  
most abundant groups of invertebrates were collembolans, flies (these were 
under-representecl because tlle method of collecting illern in trees was ex- 
tremely crude), mites, spitlers, snails, pseudoscorpions, earthworms, and 
TAnLE 5 
IN\~ERTEURA~.ES (EXCEPT PHAI.,\NCIDS) COI.LEC.I.I<D I N  LI'I'I'ER AND O N  
TREES O N  GRAIV.~INT POIN I. 
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in I.ittcr1 














Nyriienoptera (~nostly ants) 
Lepidoptera 
I-Ioi11optcl.a (leaf Iloppcrs) 





1 Nurnbers per 1111 x Ion1 quadrat, I)ased on Berlese samples from five 0.5111 x 0.51~1 plots 
taken fro111 July 11 to August 15, 1958. 
2.43 quadrats, lm x 10111, were collected ~nanrially over period of June 11 to August 26, 1958. 
28 quadrats, lm x lorn, were collcctctl ~rlanually over period of July 11 to August 15, 1958. 
4 The  left-hand figure is t l ~ c  number of specirr~ens 5rnrn or less in length; the right-hand 
figure is l l ~ e  nulnber of specinlens Illore than 5111111 in length. 
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ants. hiIillipedes, centipedes, beetles, caterpillars, leafhoppers, caddis flies, 
and llemipterans were nlso taken in considerable numbers. Most of these 
invertebrates were small-5inm or less in length. In view of the footl habits 
reported above, these data suggest that a diverse and abundant food supply 
was indeed available. 
C A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r s ~ . - ~ a n i l i b a ~ i ~ i n  among phalangids, especially inlmatures, 
is common. One species will attack its own kind or another species. A large 
proportion of all cannibalism and predation of pllalangids occurs while the 
animals are molting and shortly thereafter, when new chitin is still soft and 
pliable. The  molting animal has no defense during this period. Cannibalistic 
phalangids have been observed to suck fluids first from the body cavity and 
then, in the region of the coxae, drain each leg cavity. If the chitin is pliable 
the legs and body collapse under the slight negative pressure produced by 
the sucking phalangitl pharynx. Cannibalism by L. longipes, I>. poli t~lnz,  
and L. uittatzlrn has been observetl. On one occasion two L2. longipes attacked 
a third and fed at the sanx carcass until finished. 
As the animal develops a harder exoskeleton and stronger body, canni- 
balism decreases markedly because of limited ability to invade and tear 
resistant tissue. The  chelicerae are stiong enough to crllsll animal matter 
for food but little pene~ration of a hard surface is possible. 
P R l ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ . - S p i d e r s  are probably the most important g-oup of preda- 
tors on pllalangids; a number of species either attack them directly or en- 
tangle them first in their webs. When a spider attacks a phalangid without 
the formality of web entanglement, it seizes the legs, forces them back out of 
the way, and then tears open the soft tissues of the cephalothorax, usually 
on the side dorsal to the coxae. Feeding is rapid as body juices are as- 
pirated and imbibed. Beth tree and litter spiders have eaten phalangids in 
the laboratory, where zpider and phalangid were confined to a common 
chamber with water but no food. This predator-prey relationsl~ip has been 
observed repeatedly in nature. 
Not all spiders are predaceous on phalangids; certain arboreal forms, 
as well as others, do not attack them. The  fact that spiders were abundant 
at all strata in the habitat indicates that other invertebrates (Diptera, 
Trichoptera, Ephemeroptera, etc.), also present, may serve as food for both 
spiders and liarvestmen. 
Other invertebrates also serve as phalangid predators. On two occasions 
at Grapevine Point, an assassin bug (Zelus sp.) fed on phalangids. Centipedes 
have preyed on harvestmen in the laboratory. Even the large forest snail 
(Tr iodops is  albolabris) was seen to entangle the legs of two L.. longipes in 
mucus and to consume all but parts of the legs. 
Bristowe (1949) includcd fish, toads and shrews as predators on pha- 
langids. Sankey (1949) has reported phaiangids eaten by badger, fox and 
hedgehog. Surprisingly, they have not been reported from the stomach con- 
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tents of birds; it seems likely that their remains in bird stomachs have not 
been distingui,hetl from those of spiders, which are frequently reported. At 
Grapevine Point, phalanyitls were observed being eaten by birds, frogs, and 
salamanders. A laboratory-caged Rose-breasted Grosbeak (Pheuctzcus ludo- 
7~zclan1is) fed on both living antl dead L. longrpes, L. uzttatzlrn ,rnd L. calcar, 
and Golden-winged 'Clrnrblers (Verrnz~~orn chrysoptera) have been seen to 
feecl on phnlangids and bring them to thcir young (L. E. Eyer, pers. comm.). 
Plldlangids were also cdten in the laboratory by tlie Red-backed Salamander 
( P l ~ t h o d o n  c~nerezls) ant1 wele recovered from stomachs of wild-caught spe- 
timens or thls prccl,itoi-. 
'4 presurr~ed tletcrrent to certain predators is the secretion released 
when a plialangitl is st:rrtled. Tlie secretion is produced in so-called scent or 
repugnatorial glands in the cephalothorax and released through pores open- 
ing in tlle cephalotliorar opposite the coxae of leg 11. L. uittatuun and Id. 
calcclr produce especially copious quantities, each with a distinctive volatile 
coniponent. Frogs have been observed to take opilionids into their mouths 
only to expel them forcihll., alnlost iminetliately. Since phalangids llavc 
little or no means of inflicting physical c!amage, the scent gland secretion is 
probal~ly the cause ol sucl~ :~ction. Attempts to demonstrate species differ- 
ences in this fluid via paper arltl gas chromatographic separations thus far 
have bccn unsuccessful. A component of the secretion protluced by I.. for- 
nro.surrr ;rntl L. spccioszl~r~, southeastern United States forms, is itlentical to 
that found in ants (Rlum and Etlgar, in press). Whether this secretion func- 
tions as 3 pl~cromonc, as it does in ants, is as yet unknown. 
A long list of animals that do not harm phalangitls in the laboratory 
has been compiled. Of the rnany kinds of snails, insects (dipterans, hymenop- 
terans, lepidopterans), millipedes, slugs, antl mites (except one parasite form), 
none, with the exceptions noted above, lias been observed to harm harvest- 
men. 
PA~~sr~~s . -Pha langidS have few external parasites. Small rcd mites 
(Erythraeiclae) often are lound attached to the bodies and legs of plialangids 
during the early adult iifc of the latter. Heavier infestations occur where 
ground vegetation is luxuriant and soil is moist to wet. In these situations 
in the soutliern part of the state, L. politeirn may have up to 20 mites riding 
along and feeding. On Grapevine Point, harvestmen seen carrying more 
than three mites each have been rare. Other arthropods, mostly insects, 
cari-icd similar recl mites during the same period. 
A few otlier invertebrates liave associations with phalangids which may 
or rriay not be of parasitic nature. Savory (1938) reported the presence of 
pseudoscorpions on Opilio parielinus in England but regartled them merely 
as pl~oretic travellcrs. On  one occasion very small, immature mites and small 
oligocllaetes were observed anlong a cluster of L. longipes eggs. Small nema- 
todes have been seen anlong eggs in similar clusters but their presence was 
not correlated with damage. 
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1,AUORATORY STUDIES OF TOLERANCE AND SURVIVAL 
Since the limits 01 tolerance or survival potential of a species are seldom 
evident and quantifiable in the natural environment, 1 attemptetl to deter- 
mine in tlle laboratory certain optima and cxtreines for the species from 
the study area. Studies were made of temperature selection, performance in 
a relative humidity gradient, ant1 survi\r,tl time in dessication chambers. 
A chamber approximately 140 cm x 17 cm x 14 cm was constructed so 
that a temperature gradient coultl Ile maintained within. T o  conduct heat 
into one end ol tlic clial;~ber and to assist in its removal at the other end, a 
steel bar 11 cm x 1.25 crn ran tlle entire length of the chamber, extending 
into a bath of boiling water at the high temperature end and into a bath of 
salt water and ice at t h r  other end. Insulation was sufficient to maintain a 
temperature difierential of 20"-22°C within the chamber. A copper screen 
floor separated the steel bar from the chainher proper. Five field thermom- 
eters, inserted at regularly spaced intervals into tlle cavity of the chamber, 
were usetl to indicate temperature points during experiments. Intermediate 
temperature values were obtained by interpolation. Glass containers filled 
with water were evenly spaced along the lloor of the chamber to counteract 
tlle clfects of a relative humidity gradient. Partial transverse partitions of 
screen were interposetl altci-nately against the two walls of the chamber to 
discourage animals f ro~n moving too far along tlle temperature gradient at 
one time and to help prevent a moving animal from disturbing others. 
Belore admission to the temperature gradient chamber, each animal 
was placed in isolation Lor four hours, with abundant food and water. This 
helped to eliminate w;~nde~.ing to satisfy physical needs. After the phalangids 
were placed in the chamber through an opening in the glass top, it was 
closed arid covered with tightly fitting cardboard so that possible orientation 
oS the animals to light woultl be prevented. Each half liour the cardboard 
was relnoved and the position of each animal was noted. 
Figure 3 recortls the temperature preference data for the four species 
of Leiobz~n,z~rn studied at Grapevine Point, as well as lor Phalnngium opilio 
and Opilio parietinus, whicll have been included for comparison because 
their natural habitats are dilf'erent Srom tllose of tlle study area. Since the 
L e i o b ~ r n ~ m  species sllared ;I common habitat, it was expected that their 
temperature optima woulcl not be widely divergent. This proved to be the 
case: mean temperature preference values ranged Srom 23.9"C for L. lon- 
gipes to 242°C Tor L. calcar to 243°C for L. politurn to 27.g°C for L. 
7)ittntz~rr~. 
P. opillo exhibited a temperature preference (with a mean of 27.6OC) 
close to that of L. uittatz~rn. In nature, P. opilio occurs in less protected areas 
than those prelerred by most phalangids. Lawns, fence rows, and roadside 
grass, where this species abounds, often expose it to temperature extremes. 
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Time i n  Hours 
I 3. Mean tenrl>eraturc ~~rcfere~lcrs  o f  six species of plralarrg-ids, based on location 
in a tcllrl>eraturc gradicnt at  successive half-hour intcrvals. Linrits of gradient are indicated 
I)y cross lines at  etltls of tinic 11a1.s. Ei~clr point is the Incan of 3-5 valucs. 
Its co~nparatively Iiigh telnperaturc preference suggests that it is well adapted 
to higll summer temperatures. 
In contrast, 0. pal-ietinz~s is often found on the slladed side of cement 
walls where the relative llumidity is high and the substrate is usually cool. 
It  is not surprising, therefore, that its mean tcnlperature preference (19.7OC) 
in the laboratory proved to be comparatively low. 
Thus tllc temperature preference data obtained in the laboratory appear 
to reflect conditions in thr nr~tural habitats 01 these species. They provide a 
basis for predicting, in thc absence of knowledge about the typical habitat, 
the particular parts of a given diverse environment in which each of the 
species would be found. 
RELATIVE I IUMIDITY TOLERANCE 
A relative humidity (R.H.) gradient chamber, similar to that used for 
temperature, was conslructed to provide humidities from approximately 
6.5% to 100%. Seven saturated salt solutions were clloscn, along with dis- 
tilled water, to produce a graded series of humidities: potassium nitrate, 
94%; potassium cllloride, 86%; sodium chloride, 77%; nickel chloride, 
57%; magnesium bromide, 33%; lithium nitrate, 24%; and sodium hydrox- 
ide, 6.5%. Fingerbowls containing the salt solutions were placed in the 
bottorn of the chamber and separated by wooden partitions which were 
slightly higher than the height of the fingerbowls. Copper window screen 
separated the glass containers, chemicals, and partitions from the animals. 
Prior to use, the chamber was sealcd for several clays. With as little disturb- 
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ance of the air in the cl~;~ml)er as possible, animals were admitted to the 
g-ratlient through the tog by carefully sliding a panel of glass toward one end 
and replacing it afterward. A cardboard cover over the glass top produced 
near-tlarkness within. 
T o  calibrate the R. I-I. gradient produced by the salt solutions, concen- 
trations of sulfuric acid ranging from 10% to 36y0 were placed in short 
lengths of capillary tubing, the liquid completely filling the cavity of the 
tube. Series of these tubes were p1;rcctl on the screens directly over the various 
salt solutions and left for 12 hours. Depending on tlle concentration of the 
acid, such a trrbe will undergo a change in \~ol~unie n equilibrating with the 
surrounding air: a 22", solution of concentrated sulfuric acid in distilled 
water will give up water to the atrnospllere and the contents of the tube will 
shrink, if the K. I-I. ol the air is below 85%; if the R. H. is above 85(;/;, the 
tube will absorb water and will overflow. T'hus, the tube of each series wllich 
did not change in volume intlicatetl the R. H. at that point in the gradient. 
Aninials were prei>;n-ed lor use by depriving them oi food and water 
for G hours. Following this, they were given unlimited food and water for 
4 hours. Since the animals were left in the cllarnber until death, significant 
differences in survival might be expected to occur if the aniinals were initi- 
ally in different pllysiological states. As many as 8 intlividuals were placed 
in the cllainber at one time. 
Observations were usually made every two Ilours, except during the 
early morning period. Otcasionally, animals would be irloving when an 
observation was made: either the individual was wandering before the card- 
board cover was removed or it was disturbed by light or vibration at that 
time. In these cases, the position at tlle time the animal was first seen was 
recorded and a note was irlade that i t  was moving. 
Mean I<. H. prelerencc values at successive intervals after placement in 
the gradient are shown in 1:igni-e 4. When the animals were concentrated at 
the lligh humidity end of the gradient, removal of the cardboard cover 
often caused some individuals to move to positions of lower R .  H. This dis- 
placement resulted in loxver mean values than would have otllerwise been 
recorded. 
Any statement of optimum R. H. must be qualified by some indication 
ol the animal's physiological state. Figure 4 indicates that tllese animals 
did not require so high an R. H. immediately after feeding and drinking as 
they tlicl one or two days later. As the individual approaches death from 
lack of water, it Ixcomes progressively more sensitive to the drying elTect of 
the surrounding air and consequently spends increasingly more tirne in the 
region of the higher humidities. Thus, the choice of llunlidity seems largely 
dependent on the hydration conditions of the body at the moment. This 
progressive shil't in the optinlunl humidity of a species was not taken into 
consideration by Todd (1919), whose observations on plialangids in an K. H. 
gradient did not estend beyond 80 minutes. Under environmental condi- 
tions in nature, an animal probably does not often lack a supply of water 
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I .  1 Mean [,references of five sl~ccies of phalangitls at irrtervals frorn initial ex- 
posure in rclativc Il~nnidity gradicnt until death. Number of atlinlals used rangccl from 
6 to 24. 
A Leiobunum lonqipes 
Leiobunum v i t t a tum 
for Inore than 18 hours a1 a time, and therelore it would not exhibit behavior 
c1l;lracteristic of that cluring a tlrought period. However, in periods of con- 
secutive hot, clry days ;~ntl tlewless nights, the entire population may be 
recluirecl to endure consitlerable fluid stress. 
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I f  a species can survive only a moderately short period of two or three 
tl;~ys without water intake, it will be restricted to an environment which 
does not exceed that limit. All specimens of Leiobunum longipes, L. cnlcar 
ant1 I.. pol i t~ im from the study area were dead after four days in the humidity 
gradien~ (Fig. 4). In contrast, L. uillnl~.im, the species Sound in the greatest 
diversity ol habitats in Michigan, exhibited marked survival reserve in the 
lace ol' water shortage. I t  survived up to 7 clays and is clearly a more hardy 
animal than its three congeners. 
T h e  relative humidity data for Odiellus Pictl~s were included in Figure 
4 to provide an example of a iorest species which is found in areas with 
inucli less vegetational shelter and which exhibits a preference for compara- 
tively low humidities. Probably lrlore important than the ability of 0. pictus 
to live a relatively long time without water is its cllaracteristic of extreme 
inactivity. This species rernains in the litter or occasionally ascends trunks 
:I short distance to sun itself, but i t  never exercises except perhaps at night 
to forage for food. 
++Of the 20 s t a r t i n g  animals ,  only  
t h r e e  surv ived  to th is  p o i n t ;  
one female survived two more days .  
0 0  
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?'he lluniidity gratlient experi~nents showed that few species of harvest- 
inen have consistent need for any particular R. H. witllin 12-15 liours of 
feeding and drinking. By tlle end of the first clay, the more sensitive ones 
(L. politurn and Id. calcar, antl a bit later, I>. longipes) avoided the drier 
air of tlle gradient ancl confined theinselves to llumidities above 607,. From 
this time on, tltere was ;I gr:rtlual increase in the restriction to higher 
humidities (Fig. 4), although there were sporadic forays to all parts of the 
chamber in search o l  water or an escape route. When death was approaching, 
the animals would percll stolidly at; or very near, the moister end of the 
gratlient and occ:~sion;rlly would make nervous, wandering sorties for vary- 
ing distances towartl tlle drier end, only to return to their original site. 
Walking became Ilalting antl clificult. Quite often the animals' last efforts 
were to make one Inore search for water. This was the case with one L. uit- 
tnt1~~11 wllich survivetl for seven and a half days (Fig. 4)-she left her position 
on the end piece of tlie cli;lmber ant1 reaclled the 70'z point before expiring. 
SUKVIVAL I N  DESSICATION CHAMREKS 
Dessication cllambers were made by placing calciu~ri cllloride under 
screen at tlle bottom ol petri dislles 100 nini in dialnetel- antl 80 mm deep. 
T o  each of tllese containers was added a pllalangitl that had been fed and 
watered previously ;IS already cIcscril>etl antl that had been carefully weighed. 
?'he animals remained undisturbed in the containers until they could no 
longer rnove their legs in response to prodding, the criterion used to indicate 
death. Alter death they were again weighed and tlieir period in the dry-air 
chamber calculatecl. 
These data yieltlctl tlirce measures of ability to witllstantl dessication: 
( I )  h o ~ u s  ol survival before death, (2) percent loss of body weight, and 
(3) rate of loss in body weislit. The  relative humitlity experiments also gave 
a measure of survival tilnc, but tlle data on body weigllt loss provided an 
additional line of evidence to explain wlly solrie species tolerate more rigor- 
ous environmental conclitions. 
?'able 6 indicrrtes tlle ability to withstand dessication for the four species 
of Leiob~rn~run fount1 on Grapevine Point ant1 for Phalnrlgi~tn? opilio. Sur- 
vival time in dry air closely paralleletl that in tlie huinidity gratlient cham- 
ber; in tlry air, L. .i~i~lut,irr~r survived longer than any of the otlier Leiobunurn 
species, wllicll died within !en llours of each other. 
Tlie animals selected [or the dessication experiment were adults, and 
there was usually a s i ~ e  and body weight difference between males and 
1ern;rles. Mean atlult weights (in mg) of the two sexes were as follows: L. 
longipes-l'emale 48.0, male 24.2; L. calcar-female 117.7, male 66.5; L. l i t -  
tatz~nz-lemale 80.6, niale 43.1; L. politz~m-female 33.9, male 14.6; P. 
opilio-lemale 75.0, male 41.6. I n  all cases the female of tlie species outlived 
the male in dry air (Table 6); in L. ct~lcar, the heaviest species, tlte feinale 
lived 16% longer then the male, and females o l  L. longipes and L. uittatum 
survivetl more than twice as long as tlle males. T h e  percentage loss in body 
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T A B L E  6 
SPECIES RESPONSES IN ~)ESSICI\TION CHAMBERS 
- 
Scirvival Body wt. loss1 Rate of body 
Spccics time (hrs.) (pcr ccnt) wt. loss (%/In.) 
I,. calcar 37.0 47.5 43.5 45.6 1.33 1 .0 
weight before cleat11 ensued was lligller in l'emales than in males, but because 
of their longer stlrvival females lost weight at a lower rate. I t  is possible that 
females were able to niakc use of water present in eggs or egg materials 
stored within their bodies. 
T h e  pllysiology involved in this rate of loss of body weight is of basic 
importance in determining tlie succcss or failurc of ;r species in invading and 
adapting to a wide variety of habitats. Leiohzlnzirn u i t t a t ~ ~ m ,  for example, 
occupies many kintls of habitats in large part bec;~usc ol' its ability to retain 
body lluitls lnore efficiently tllan companion species. 
HAUITAT ANAL,YSlS OF MICHIGAN PHALANGIDS 
ANAI.YTICA1. METHODS 
At eacli of thc sites at ~vhicll I collectetl plialangitls, habitat tlata were 
also obtained. Measurements were made of the relative hunlidity in  the 
llal~itat and in the nearby open area where vegetational influence was at a 
minimum and exposure was rnaxirnal. Primary emphasis, however, was 
placed on recording the structural and compositional characteristics of tlie 
vegetation. Ordinarily, three wcll-defined strata were present: ;I canopy or 
tree layer, an understory or shrub layer, and a ground layer (up to about 
three fcet above tllc soil surface). In  each stratum the extent of the plant 
cover was estimated visually accortling to the following scale: 1, cover none 
to sparse; 2, covcr moderately sparse; 3, cover moderate; 1, cover motlerately 
dense; 5, cover dense to complete. In woodlantl habitats the species of dom- 
inant or co-dominant trees wcrc notctl, and cstirnates of tllc basal area of all 
trees greater than 1 inch in tiianleter were obtainetl by the Bitterlicll tech- 
nique (Groscnbaugh, 19.52). Mean values ol tllcse habitat parameters are 
presented in  Table 7 lor alniost all ol  the phalangid species found in 
Wliclligan. 
A measure oL habitat use, wll i~l l  relatcs plialangid abundance to vege- 
t:~tional cover and wliicll ~vill  be rclerred to as ;In abundance-co7~er profile, 







L. f ) o l i l t ~ n ~  
L. 7/iltntt~11r 
I-. nigrofxz1f)i 




Orliellz~s f~ ic t~rs  
0.  nlgen t ti,\ 
Plrnlnngiri~rr ofIilio 
1,eioOrln lo,? nigripes 
N a d r o b u n ~ l s  n~aczllo.stcs 
Ofjilio parielinus 
I .e iobt~nrr~t~ lineal~lirl 
Snbacoi~ rru.ssif)cilpe 
Mean density of cover 
(Differ.) 2 Upper Under 1;owcr 
16.0 4.1 2.7 3.4 
13.2 3.7 2.8 3.4 
17.2 3.5 2.9 3.3 
15.5 3.5 2.7 3.6 
12.5 4.1 2.7 3.2 
11.5' 4.0 3.0 3.5 
16.1 3.8 2.6 3.6 
26.4" 3 5 3.2 3.8 
8.3" 4 .O 3.2 3.2 
13.9 3.9 2.8 3.2 
22.3 3.4, 3.4 4.1 
15.7 2.4 1.2 3.5 
34.0" 1 .Ox- 1 .OX 4.5" 
- 2.5 2.2 3.8 
24.7 1.8 1.2 4.2 
33.5" 2.5" 1.5" 4.5" 



















1 Basal area cstilnatcs arc in terms of sq. ft. of trunk cross-sectional area per acre at  4.5 
ft. al)ove tile ground. 
2 Dill'erencc in relative I~tunidity, in percent, at time of collections, between collection site 
and ncar1)y open area wilere inflr~cnce from vegetation is niininial. 
* Fewer tllati 4 values. 
was devised as follows. At cvery collecting site, the relative density of each 
pllalangicl species was evaluated according to a 5-level scale, from very rare 
(level 1 )  to very common (level 5),  as judged by the number of individuals 
which could be collectetl over a given period of time. (Rates of collection 
and therefore density evaluations, differed from species to species: a value 
of 5 indicated a collection rate of at least 100 per hour for L2eiobzinurn lon- 
gipes but a rate of only 15-20 per hour for Odiellus pictz~s.) For each 
category of plant cover, the plialangid density was multiplietl by its fre- 
quency of occurrence (in the total number of collections) to give a measure 
of relative abundance. The  abundance val~les were then summed and the 
proportions attributable tt: each cover category were calculated. The  com- 
plete profile was obtained by repeating this procedure for each vegetational 
stratum of the phalangid's llabitat. 
Table 8 shows the calculation of these values as illustrated by the 
occurrence of Leiobunurn uittatzirn in the canopy stratum. This species was 
collected at 80 sites having a tree canopy, in which it had a total abundance 
value of 197. It  was most abundant in conditions of moderate canopy cover- 
39.6% of the total abundance value was attributable to cover category 4, 
and 21.8% to category 3-and was rarely encountered in sparse cover-only 
3.1% of the total abundance value was attributable to cover category 1. 
1IIOI.OGY ANI) ICCOLOGY OF MICHIGAN I'HALANGI1)A 
CAI~CUL~ZTION OP 'I.H1: AIIIIND/\NCI?-(:O~ICR PROI:IL.E FOR ~.~iOh11tlI1111 ~ l i l l ( l / l O t l  
I N  1 H E  CANOI'Y STRATUM 
.- 
Level of 1 2 
phalangid 
5 j-
density (x) I'l~alangitl fi-cqucllcy ( f )  ant1 ;lhundance (fx) 
Total  no. of 
collections 
f-The ~lul i ibcr  of L ~ I I I ~ S  L. i l i ! l n ! r ~ r ~ ~  was collcctetl, a t  a given 1)lialangitl dctlsity and 
canopy tlcl~sity. 
fx-Tile ;rbut~da~icc,  es~ i~nntc t l  by tile 11roduct of a given pllal;uigid dcnsity (x), and  
thc n~tu l )e i -  of tilries L. 71if1n!11111 M G ~ S  collected at that  detlsity. 
Xf-Total number of collections o f  I>. u i l t n t u ~ ~ l  a t a give11 canopy density. 
Xfx-Sun1 of abuntlaricc at  a given canopy densily. 
,Bfx/BBfx-The prol~ol.lion of aljundance values attri1)utable to a given canopy density, 
ex1)rcssctl ;is a ]>el-centagc. 
Plialangid habitats in ~voodland and forest were also assigned to groups 
on tlie basis of their tlorninant 01- co-clorninant tree species, since these pro- 
vided ;I convenient means of recognizing major habitat types. The  following 
groups were recogni~ed: maple (Acer), aspen (Pop~tlzrs), elm (Ulmlts), oak 
( Q ~ I C Y C I I S ) ,  white cedar ( T ~ L ~ L I U ) ,  white birch (Betula), and a "miscellaneous" 
group (all others). For each pllalangid species, the mean abundance (meas- 
ured as described above and illustrated in Table 8) at the sites belonging 
to a particular group were compared with the mean abundance at all sites. 
The  cleviations of each group mean from tlle overall mean provided an indi- 
cation of the relative importance of each group as a habitat type. For ex- 
ample, populations of I.. uittatzrltz were of higher than average density at 
sites tlonlinatetl by elm and white bircli, and lower than average at sites 
dominated by oak and white cedar (Fig. 5b). 
Tlle percent of the total number of collections of each pllalangid species 
that were made in each habitat type was also calculated (Fig. 5b). Although 
each type of habitat was not visited an equal number of times and there was 
therefore some bias in the frequency of representation in the total number 
of collections, these data provide some indication of habitat occupancy. They 
ARLAN L. EDGAR 
FIG. 5.  (a) AbuntI;rncc-covc1- prolile and (t)) Relative occtlrrcnce and abundance of 
I.rio0111~ntrr .o i t lntzr~t i  in tlie nrajol- canol>y gror~l>s.*, proportion of abundance valucs at-  
tril~utal,lc to given vcgctational cover, expressed as 1,ercentage. '", percent of collection 
sites. 
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can he used in connection with the deviations from the incan abundance 
values to describe the range of habitat preierence shown by a species. 
H4UITATS 01.' COMMON SPFCIES 
Lciobunum 7~zllal1~rr~.-Callected in 65 of Michigzan's 83 counties, this 
species untloubtedly occui\ tllroughout the state. I t  is probably the most 
widely distributed plialangid in the northeastern United States. The  spec- 
trum 01 environments in wllicl~ ~t l l a ~  been found In Michigan ranges from 
the trunks oi Populzr, glowing in the shifting sands oi Sleeping Bear Sand 
Dune in Leclanau County to the edge of ,I quaking bog mat in Cheboygan 
County. I t  'lpparently 'ld<~l>ts reatlily to new conditions nnd tolerates severe 
pllysical extremes. 
As has been sllown in the previous section, this species is capable of 
surviving longer periocls 01' tlryncss than any other species associated with 
it. In  dry periotls, it has been observed to move to openings and edges of 
wooded areas to imbibe dew and to ioragc. Its abundance-cover profile (Fig. 
5a) indicates a considerable tolerance of low-density cover in the canopy 
and untlerstory strata but ;I preference for greater cover in the ground layer. 
This suggests that the species tolerates drying contlitions from exposure to 
wind and sun quite well but requires denser vegetation at ~ ~ o u n d  level. 
12igure 511 shows the mean abundance of this species in the "miscel- 
laneous" 11abit;lt group to be consitler;~bly in excess of the mean. In this case, 
the tlonlinant canopy species were white pine ( P i n ~ ~ s )  and balsam (Abies), 
willows (Snlix)  and box eltler (Ace?-), and black locr~st (Robinin). I>. uittntun7, 
apparently has a witle habitat tolerance. 
Lciobz~,nzrm 1ongipes.-This species was most abundant in vegetation 
wit11 a moderate to dense canopy and ground layer and a correspondingly 
less tlerise untlerstory (Fis. Ga). The  animal flourishes best in a situation 
characterized by protection froin the drying efl'ects of the sun, by an atmos- 
phere or high relative hu~niclity, ant1 by protection irom stldclen and severe 
changes in other aspects of the physical environment. 
L. lo~zgipes is frecjncntly taken in ecotones between a very tlense canopy 
or forest iloor layer and rel;~tively open area (roadside, meadow or clearing). 
In srrcll instanc:es, it is likely tll;rt humidity or shade in excess of optimum 
is nearby. I,al~oratoi-y experiments sllowcd that, in general, plialangids do not 
stay in 100% R. FI. unless there is a sliortage of available moisture elsewhere. 
I n  fact, very fcw spccics are found abunc1;lntly in wootls with an extremely 
dense canopy. 
This species uT;is fount1 in almost all types of habitat in which collections 
were made, bur i t  was relatively more abuntlant in the maple-dominatetl 
group than in any other, ancl least abunclant in the aspen-tlominated ,group 
(Fig. Gb). A maple or maple-codominant environlnent generally possesses a 
protective, moderately dense canopy, with variable s1irul1-zone density and 
ground herbage, ~vliereas an aspen-tlominated environment provides com- 
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FIG. 6 .  (a) Abundance-cover profile and (b) Relative occurrence and abundance of 
Leiobunurr~ longioes in the major canopy groups. See Figure 5 for key to ordinate symbols. 
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paratively little protection and is subject to considerably greater rates of 
moisture loss. T h e  rarity of L. longipes in white cedar habitats, where 
moisture and li. H. were relatively hig11, may have been due to the wide- 
spread occurrence of contlitions tinsuitable for oviposition-a wet, acidic 
substrate, matted evergreen leaves, and sparse g ~ o u n d  layer herbage. 
Leiob~inzirn calcnl-.-This large-bodied species was Cound over a fairly 
wide range o l  habitats. It was most abundant under conditions of medium 
to low cover in the canopy and ground layers, antl of moderate density in 
the understory (Fig. 7a). Lower than average abundance values were re- 
cordetl for I,. calcar in habitats dominated by maple, elm, aspen and white 
cedar (Fig. 7b). Maple and elm usually furnish a high dense canopy that 
seems to be unfavorable for this species. Aspen, with its dry sandy soil, 
sparse canopy, and small accumulation of litter, and white cedar, with its 
highly saturated, acidic substrate and dense canopy, appear to represent 
opposite extremes of tolerance for I>. calcnr. 
With its potential capacity to witllst.and wide fluctuations in insolation, 
temperature and moisture, I,. calcar llligllt be expected to be one of the very 
hardy species able to tolerate extremes of physical conditions. As a matter 
of fact, this species was the only one collected from a dry, open, sandy, jack- 
pine-scrub oak association. Laboratory experiments, however, sllowed that 
I,. calcnr died very rapidly when placed in a low humidity chamber. Its 
survival in the dry habitat proved, on further investigation, to have been 
favored by the condensation of dew, which was formed in considerable 
q~lantities at times when ~ n o i s ~ u r e  was not available under dense canopy. 
Whenever L. calcnl- was taken in such harsh conditions, the habitat was 
always cllaracterized by openings in the canopy that would allow dew to 
Corm. 
Dew or rain is not the only source of water available to phalangids, 
however. Fresh insects, spiders, and other invertebrates could supply a large 
amount of the needed water. I,. mlcar is probably the most voracious hunter 
and eater of the Miclligan phalangitls and undoubtedly supplements body 
water from its footl. Hishop (1949) corroborates this observation by the state- 
ment: "During the daylight llours, when temperature and humidity permit, 
it forages openly and will attack and eat anything it can overcome. I n  the 
field it was found with bits of earthworm and well-chcwetl ants and other 
insects in its jaws." Only under conditions of moderate temperature and 
rather high h~imidity does this species become mobile. Its daytime activity 
in the more exposetl environments untler hot or dry contlitions is character- 
ized by extremely long periods of inactivity in a sheltered location. 
Leiobtrn~irn polittin?.-This species was collected in blichigan nlore often 
tllan any other p1l;ilangid. It  sllows a strong preference for ~riesic conditions 
wllere there is a relatively constant source of moisture, antl this type of 
habitat may have been investigatetl wit11 greater than average frequency. 
Had collecting sites been chosen strictly at r;~nclom, I>. poliL11717 would prob- 
i 
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(a) 
FIG. 7. (a) Abuntlance-covcr 1)rofilc and (I)) Rclative occurrence and  abuntlance of 
I.. cc~lcnr in tlrc rrrajor canol>y groulx. Sce Figure 5 for key to ortliriatc symbols. 
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I t  llas been lound both by itself ant1 in association with almost all other 
species of phalangids. I t  is m9Sl abundant where the ground vegetation is 
luxuriant, thick, and often waist high. Frequently the soil is mucky and 
soit untlerfoot. Roadside seepage areas at the edge of low woods in the 
southern portion ol tlle Lower Peninsula usually support high populations 
o l  this species. It often wanders upon reaching sexual maturity in late sum- 
mer ant1 will frequently be found far afield from the 1l;lbitat cllaracteristic 
of its egg and immature stages. The  adr~l t  appears in cllurcll or school yards, 
cemeteries, in lence rows near woods, and in the interior of forests. 
T h e  abundance-cover profile of L. politurn (Fig. 8a) indicates a prefer- 
ence for a habitat in which the canopy layer is moderately dense and the 
understory coinponent varies from moderate to relatively sparse. This 
alfords opportunity for proluse ground herbage where moisture is abundant. 
These conditions are cllaracteristic of stantls of ash (Fraxinzis), oak and elm 
along stream beds and on well-tlrained but moiat soils. Usually the canopy 
is discontinuous so that tllc ground and shrub layers are not depressed by 
deep shade and can grow according to available moisture. L. politzirn is 
abundant in these habitats (Fig. 8b). White cedar stands, on the other hand, 
do not support this species at any but low levels of abundance, and its density 
was also well below average in the "miscellaneous" group of habitats, dom- 
inated h y  hickory-hawthorn (Carya-Cralaegzis), willow-box elder, locust- 
ironwood (Robin ic~-Ostr~n) ,  and locust alone. 
SPECIES COMPARISONS.-The foil]- Leiobzinzirn species consideretl thus 
far occur together more commonly ancl consistently than any other species 
encountered. I n  relatively undisturbed forest environments containing eco- 
tones from edges ancl opcnings in the canopy, one niay quite accurately 
describe optiinum microhabitats for each of tlie four species. Since the stra- 
tum .rvliich has \Teatest influence in tletcrnlining microhabitat conditions is 
the canopy, it can be predicted that L. longipes will occur in lligliest abund- 
ance uncler dense canopy, that L. politzirr~ will be most abundant where the 
canopy is more moderate, antl that L. calcar and L. 7~it tatz im will be found 
most often in close proxin~ity to openings and vegetation borders. 
Table 9 compares v:~rious llabitat characteristics and the laboratory- 
determined tolerances of the four I x i obunurn  species. IVith its relatively 
high temperature preference antl survival time in dry air, and its relatively 
low rate ol loss of body weight under dessication, L. uittalzim stands out as a 
species capable of living in relatively llarsh conditions. By comparison, the 
three other species are fasliclious animals with less latitude in those character- 
istics that are important for survival. L. longipes, which prefers p he slielter of 
forest habitats, has the record with highest basal area and canopy cover 
values, together with the lowest temperature preference. Since both Id. poli- 
tzlm and L. calcur succuinb to death by dessication quite rapidly, it is inter- 
esting to note the similarity in their basal area and cover values. L. politurn 
ranges up  from the forest litter to a ,greater extent than L. calcar but occu- 
pies sites where the relative huinidity is llig11. In a dry air chamber, when 
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FIG. 8. (a) Abundance-cover profile and (h) Relative occurrence and abundance of 
I,. politrtm in t11c major canopy groups. See Figure 5 for kcy to ordinate symbols. 
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COMPARISON F I ~ A I I I . I A . ~  CHAKACTI:RISTICS AND I,AIIORATORY PERFORMANCE 
OF FOUR SPECIES OF L e i o b ~ ~ n t ~ i r ~  
- .. pp . 
L. I.. I2 . L. 
longipes v i l t n t ~ ~ t n  cnlcnr f j o l i l ~ ~ i r ~  
Basal atca v,llucsl 13.44 11.90 11.98 1 1.90 
Canopy cover estirlratiotl 4.15 3.54 3.66 3.51 
Kclativc hul~titlity prcfcl-crtce 
bctwccn sitc anti free air 15.0 13.7 14.7 15.9 
Relative Iiumitlity preference 
during first 24 h o u ~ s  (yo) 50.5 56.5 68.7 77.7 
Hours survival in dry air 42.1 86.2 39.7 28.5 
Per cent weight lost per 
hour under dcssic~tion 1.25 0.65 1.17 1.81 
I Basal area values are irr tcrtrls of sq. f t .  of trunk cl-oss-sectional area per acre at 4.5 ft. 
:~bove the ground. 
there is no possibility of avoiding dessication, L. politzim loses body weight 
rapitlly ant1 expires very quickly. 
These laboratory findings accord with habitat preferences of the differ- 
ent species. L. ctilcal-, which is short-lived in a humidity gradient, avoids 
direct sunligllt by seeking shelter in the litter; i t  occurs most often in wood- 
land openings and ecotonal conditions that are likely to permit rain and 
clew to reach the foresl floor. L. politz~m., also relatively vulnerable to low 
humidity, departs only rarely from the shelter of litter; i t  occurs in greatest 
abundance in seepage areas where ground vegetation is luxurious, surface 
water is plentiful, and openings in the canopy admit precipitation. L. lon- 
gipes, wllicll l ~ a d  a survival time intermediate between that of I,. vittatum and 
those of the other two Leiobzrnunz species, is most abundant when the dense 
canopy produces cool shade, the shrub layer is sparse, and there is a moder- 
ately constant supply of moisture. 
HABITATS OF THE LESS COMMON SPECIES 
Leiobzinum nigl-opalpi.-This species is most abundant in habitats as- 
sociated with the high, rather dense canopy of older stands of trees, in  
which the average basal area estimates are comparatively high (Table 7). 
Such stands often have openings in the canopy from collapse or disease of 
old trees; young climax trees found here account for a portion of the under- 
story profile. The  typical liabitat within these stands is one with a moderate 
to sparse understory and ~ r o u n t l  layer (Fig. 9a). Stands dominated by ash 
and white bircll yielded higher than average abuntlance values for L. nigro- 
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FIG. 9. (a) Abundance-cover proGlc and (b) Relative occurrence and abundance of 
L. nigropnlpi in rnajor canopy proups. See Figure 5 for key to ordinate symbols. 
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polpi, while those dominat.ed by maple, elm, oak and white cedar gave low 
values (Fig. 9b). This species was not collected consistently enough to deter- 
mine whether it frequented clearings or edges in dry weather, nor was it 
subjected to laboratory experimentation to determine optimum R. H. and 
comparative survival in a dry atmosphere, but I would expect its perform- 
ance to lie somewhere between that ol L. longipes and that of L. vittaturn. 
Leiobr~nz~m vcntricosztrn.-This species was not always distinguishable 
from L. calcar in the field, and cover-abundance data for it are available 
from only 9 samples. I t  overwinters as a subadult, and its relatively early 
maturation undoubtedly reduced its appearance in the collections, most of 
which were taken later in the summer. 
The  cover-abundance profile (Fig. 10a) indicates, in general, a habitat 
with fairly dense canopy and ground layer cover but with a moderate to 
sparse understory. Higher than average abundance values were recorded 
where ash and rnaple were dominant, lower than average values in oak and 
aspen (Fig. lob). Several collections were made in the immediate vicinity of 
stinging nettles (Urtica), thorn apples, goldenrod (Solidago), May apples 
(Podophyllum), and poison ivy (lihus). Wet spots and succulent, tangled 
vegetation with consitlerahle windfall as well as mossy areas seemed to be 
the microhabitats supporting geatest densities. 
IAr,eiobunz~m verrucosz~m.-In Michigan, this species has been collected 
only from the southern half of the Lower Peninsula. It  is considered a 
southern species by Bishop (1949) and probably finds its northern limits in 
the Lower Peninsula. I t  was taken 19 times in areas characterized by moist 
to saturated soils supporting dense luxuriant ground vegetation. Its cover- 
abundance profilc indicates a preference for variable to moderately dense 
canopy (Fig. I la). Higher than average abundance values were recorded only 
in aspen habitats; stands dominated by maple and oak gave much lower 
mean values (Fig. I 1 b). 
I~~zobunum sermtzpa1pe.-This species was most abundant in moderate 
to dense cover in a11 vegetational strata (Fig. 12a). Hisher than average 
abundance valucs were fount1 in maple and oak habitats, lower than aver- 
age in elm and maplc. Immediate environments included low roadside 
areas, a swampy lake flats arca, ant1 a mesophytic forest floor. 
Caddo agilis.-One of the species of phalangids which exhibits a par- 
ticularly narrow range of cnvironmental tolerance in Michigan is C. agilis. 
I t  occurs in habitats of moderate to dense canopy cover but is most abundant 
where the shrub and ground layers are sparse (Fig. 13a). The  high mean basal 
area estimate of 16.3 recorded for habitats of this species (Table 7) indicates 
its preference for stands of comparatively lsrgc trees. Most of the specimens 
were taken in stands of white cedar, which in many caves was co-dorninant 
with rnaple or white birch. Highest abundance values were recorded from 
habitats in the 1n;tplc group (Fig. 13b). Optimal conditions for high abund- 
ancc usually includetl one or more of the following: the presence of white 
cedar or other conifer; a conifer along with maple or xvhite birch; a dense 
ARLAN L. EDGAR 
1W. 10. (a) Abuntlatlcc-covcr profile arid (11) Rclativc occurrence and abundance of 
L. nent~. icos~~rtz  in the lrrajor czinopy groups. Scc Fignrc 5 fox. kcy to ordinate symbols. 
RlOLOCY AND ECOI.OCY O F  MICFllGAN PI-IALANGIDA 
FIG. 1 1 .  (a) Abundance-cover profile and (b) Relative occurrence and abundance of 
L. ~ ~ e r r ~ ~ c o s ~ ~ n ~  in the major canopy groups. See Figure 5 fov key to ordinate sy~llbols. 
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FIG. 12. (a) Abundance-cover profile and (b) Relative occurrence and abundanc 
L. serralipalpe in the major canopy ~i-onps.  See Figure 5 for key to ordinate symbols. 
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FIC. 13. (a) A ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ I ~ c c - c o v ~ ~  profile and (b) Relative occurrcrlce and abundance of 
Carldo ngi l i~  in thc rnajor canopy %I-oups. See Figure 5 for key to ordinate sylnbols. 
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but not necessarily IiigI1 canopy; sufficient ground moisture to support large 
patclies of moss at tree I~ases; and a relatively bare grouncl layer. 
Oddly enorigll, C. ngilis lnay occur in the immecli;~tc vicinity of aspen. 
Idow kettle lloles with a constant seepage of water occur occasionally in an 
aspen association. Under these contlitions a rather sharp ecotone between 
tlie comparatively xeric floor of tlie aspen stand and the wet, mossy substrate 
of tlie kettle provitles a suitable I~abitat. An area such as this, about 40 yards 
at its widest, was encountered in Lake County. From the access via the hig11- 
way, no other suitable areas were seen for several miles, but this limited 
situation yielded C. agilis along with Leiobl~nz~rt7 longipes, L. p o l i t ~ ~ m ,  and 
I>. nip-opalpi. 
Odiellus pictus.-Two forms of Odiellus were recognized in this study. 
They were originally designated (Edgar, 19GG) as subspecies of 0. pictus- 
0 .  p. pictzis arid 0 .  p. argentus-but a re-evaluation of the evidence suggests 
that they should be given species rank, and they are referred to as such in 
this paper. They are distinguishable in details of external coloration as well 
as of habitat. They often occur together in tlie same general environment, 
but appear to occupy different portions of it. 
0. pictus ordinarily occurs most abundantly under moderately dense 
canopy, where tlie l~ntlerstory and ground layers are somewll;~t sparse (Fig. 
l4a). lndividuals are frequently found at the edges of heavily wooded areas, 
in grass or on tree trunks up to 5 Teet above tlle ground. T h e  largest collec- 
tions per area were taken in habitats with scrubby, open canopy, few shrubs, 
and sod-forming, tangled grass. Higlrer than average abundance values were 
recorded at sites dominated by asli, aspen antl white cetlar (Fig. 14b). 
0. algentus also reat lies its liigliest abundance untler motlerately dense 
canopy, but in places where the unclerstory and ground layers lorln thick 
cover (Fig. l5a). Higher than average abundance values for this species were 
lound at sites clomin,lted by maple and wliite cedar (Fig. 15b). 
T h e  Iligher mean basal area cstirnates and K. H.  values recorded Tor 
0 .  argentus (Table 7) ;ire ~llso indicative of its preference for situations of 
greater vegetational protection than those occupied by 0. pictus. Typical 
field notes on the habitats of the latter included sucll comments as "grassy 
edge of forest, scrubby area," "on sparsely weeded, grassy ridge," and "open, 
breezy, on small hill ne:1r level plain," whereas those for 0. a~gentus  re- 
ferred to "dense undercover, ground soft from seepage," or "moss common, 
wet under foot, dense vegetation in narrow cut in woods." 
Phalangizim opi1io.-The species discussed thus far have not been closely 
associated with man and !iis environs; tlieir typical habitats are not sites of 
vegetational disturbance. P. opilio differs from these species in that i t  is not 
regularly collected away from man's habitations and disturbances. Gardens, 
lawns, hedges and otlier planted shrubbery, foundations of buildings, road- 
sides, antl board piles are tlie usual habitats for tliis species. The  difficulty of 
visually assessing the cover provided by buildings and building foundations 
prompted me to assign an arbitrary value of 1 for the cover density afforded 
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FI~:. 15. (a) Al)r~nda~rce-cover ~11.ofilc anct (b) Relative occurrcnce and abundance of 
Orli~,IIz~.\ c t r g r ~ z l ~ ~ s  in the major canopy groups. Scc Figure 5 fox- key Lo ordinate sylilbols. 
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by building loundations (Fig. 16a). It  was further assumed that such cover 
was most appropriately :~ssociated with the understory stratum of the vege- 
tation. The  canopy analysis (Fig. 16b) includes data from collections involv- 
ing builtlings and grass. The  latter two items are added to the canopy groups 
in this instance only. Higher than average abundance values were recorded 
in these edificarian habitats and also in stands of aspen (Fig. 16b), which 
afford comparatively sparse understory cover. 
Laboratory data indicate that this species is able to survive longer 
periods of dry atmosphere without food or water than any other species 
tested, except Leiobunzirn vittatum. The  unprotected, olten dry conditions 
of habitat occupied by P. opilio would seem to require such an ability. 
Indeed, it olten seems to disregard exposure to drying. For example, the 
fence rows of a certain farm lane in Cheboygan County support a high popu- 
lation of P. opilio, and on nearly every cedar post on a hot, dry, windy July 
day one to several adults can be found running about, mating, feeding, and 
carrying on other normal activities. Fifteen adults were collected from one 
1'0". 
Leiobunzim nigrzpes.-This species was collected only in Macomb and 
Ottawa Counties. I t  is more widely distributed than these records indicate, 
however. Like L. ventricosunz, it winters over as an immature. I t  matures, 
reproduces and dies before most of the other Leiobunum species of the area, 
and consequently was almost completely overlooked. When sought in moist 
decaying deciduous litter along margins ol mud flats in streams, and in 
protected places near permanent sources of water in the late spring and 
early summer, L. nigripes is likely to be lound in considerable abundance. 
Hadrobunus mncz~1osus.-Collection sites of this large-bodied species 
were in most instances in stands of grass and goldenrotl. The  environment 
was either dry, in wlilcll case the individuals were found in a board pile, or 
with scattered, small wet areas. Several H. rnacz~losus were found among rocks - 
in a talus slope between a limestone outcrop and the Ocqueoc Falls in 
Presque Isle County. The  species is probably more widely distributed than 
its collections indicate (see Appendix). Its habitat seems less restricted than 
that of P. opilio and it lias been recovered in association with ten other 
species of phalangids. 
Opilio parietin11s.-This species is world-wide in distribution but has 
been taken only a few times in Michigan. Four collections were associated 
with buildings, either from a north wall or from vegetation at the base of a 
north wall. One collection was from a streani bank with dense high grass 
and weeds, in an area of relatively open exposure. 
Sabacon crasszpa€pe.-S. crasszpalpe has been collected in Michigan in 
but two locations (see Appendix). It  was sought and found for the first time 
in the State in a habitat which was described by Bishop (1949) as typical in 
New York. A single specimen was found in litter on a slight, north-facing 
slope under bracken ferns and a canopy of white pine, aspen, and red pine. 
This site was in Cheboygan County, at the east end of Hogback Road on 
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1 7 1 ~ .  16. (a) Abundance-cover profile and (b) Relative occurrence and abr~ndance of 
Ptrctloilgi~~in o#ilio in the major canopy groups. Sce Figure 5 for key to ordinate symbols. 
Urrdcrstory cover, when associated with buildings, was assigned a v:~l~lc of 1. 
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the north side of Hurt Lake (T. 36N, K. 3W, Sec. 3), in an irregularly rolling 
area of predominantly aspen (both Popzrlus grandidentutu and P. tremu- 
loides) association. T h e  second collection site was also in Cheboygan County 
(T. 39W, T .  3W, P.C. 331), only a meter or two away from the water's edge 
of Mill Creek. Individuals were perched on the under side of moss-covered 
pieces of limestone and decaying logs in an area of constant moisture and 
moderately dense shade. 
Closbyczrs dasycnenizis.-I have collected only one specimen of this 
species-in a beech-maple-white birch-aspen complex northwest of the Uni- 
versity of Michigan Biological Station laboratory area on Grapevine Point, 
an area that has been studied intensively for several years. It was taken in a 
litter sample and recovered from a Berlese funnel. T h e  adult measures up 
to 1 mm in length and might easily pass unnoticed or be mistaken for a 
small spider, mite or insect. George Klee found several specimens in Herlese- 
sorted material taken from oak upland woods in Clinton County. 
Lezobunum 1zneatzinz.-This recently described (Edgar, 1962) species 
was collected lrom three sites in the southern half ot the Lower Peninsula 
01 Michigan. T h e  collection sites were relatively unprotected by canopy, 
one being southwest of tlie edge of a relatively mature maple woods, another 
in an unused school yard, and a third amongst willow and sedges along a 
stream bank. Understory Mras sparse at each site. Ground vegetation, how- 
ever, was dense, bushy, ant1 about two feet high. 
APPENDIX 
NEW COLLECTION RECORDS OF PHALANGIDS IN MICHIGAN 
Species are arranged al1)llabetically by genus and, within genus, by species. With one 
exception (Caddo bo i ip i~ ) ,  each species was collected in more than one county and/or more 
than once in tlrc same county. Altllough the only collec~ion info~mation tabulated here is 
county ant1 a range of collection dates, I have compiled and will make available to those 
who request it, specific tier-range-section designations and dates for 741 new pllalangid 
collection records. Collcctors and the number of their collections (in parentheses) in this 
list arc: Robert R. Dreisbaclr (GU),  Arlan L. Edgar (G51), George M. Klce (9), Julie H. 
Klee (2), Gary Manley (3), John Maki (I), J .  Shaddy (1) and Frederick H. Test (6). UP 
refers to Upper Peninsula. N1.P to Nortlrern Lower Peninsula, and SLP to Southern Lower 
Peninsula. 
Coddo agilis. UP: Baraga; Aug. 2. NLP: Alcona, Charlevoix, Clleboygan, Lake, Mont- 
nlorency, Ogcmaw; July 14-28. 
Caddo boiifiis. NLP: Mont~norcncy; Aug. 10-20. 
Crosbyclis dusycnertlzrs. N1.P: Alpena, Cllcboygan, Ennnet, I'rcsque Isle; July 16-Nov. 
20. SLP: Clinton, Monroe; Apr. 15-Oct. 13. 
Hadrobunus  rr~ac~ilos~is .  NLP: Wexford; Aug. 1. SLP: Cass, Clinton, Ingham, Ionia, 
Kent, Livingston, Monroe, Shiawassee; June 23-July 21. 
Lciobunurn c a l c a ~ .  U P :  Chippewa, Delta, Iron, l.uce, Mackinaw, Menominee, School- 
craft; July 26-Ang. 22. NLP: Alpena, Antrim, Arenac, Benzie, Charlevoix, Cheboygan, 
Clare, Crawford, E I I I I I I ~ ~ ,  Iosco, Kalkaska, Lake, Lcelanau, Manistee, Mecosta, Midland, 
Missankce, Monttr~orency, Nc~vaygo, Occana, Oscoda, Otsego, Presque Isle, Wexford; June 
15-Aug. 6. SI,P: Berricn, Callloun, Clinton, Eaton, Jackson, Kalamazoo, Livingston, Mon- 
roc, Saginaw, St. Joseph, Washtcnaw; ,Jnne 5-July 26. 
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i , c i oh~~nu in  fluvlrnr. NLP: Midland; July 1. SLP: Huron; July 30. 
Lriob~rnutn lin,eat~crn. SLP: Eaton, Gratiot, Sanilac; July 20-Sept. 24. 
I.eiohuizurn l ong i f~e~ .  NLP: Alcona, Alpcna, Bay, Bcnzic, Charlevoix, Cheboygan, 
Clare, Crawford, Ernmct, Isabclla, Ios~w, Kalkaska, Lake, Leelanau, Manistec, Mason, 
Mccosta, Midland, Missaukcc, Montrnorcncy, Muskegon, Newaygo, Oceana, Ogenraw, Oscc- 
ola, Oscoda, Otscgo, Roscornmon. Wexford; June 15-Sept. 1. SLP: Barry, Berrien, Branch, 
Calhonn, Cass, Eaton, Gcncscc, Gratiut, Hillsdale, Ingham, Jackson, Kalatnazoo, Jcent, 
Lalxcr, I,cnawce, Livirl~ston, Montcal~n, Saginaw, St. Clair, St. Joseph, Tuscola, Van Burcn, 
Washtcnaw; Junc 15-Aug. 15. 
L e i o b ~ r ~ ~ u t n  rrigrif)es. NLP: Gratiot; Junc 1-July 15. SLP: Macornb, Ottawa; June 9- 
July 26. 
I-eiob~inte~n igro0crlfii. UP: Dickinson, Iron, Ontonagon; July 1-Aug. 12. NLP: Al- 
cona, Arenac, Benzie, Gladwin, Grand Traverse, Iosco, Isabella, Kalkaska, Lake, Manistee, 
Mccosta, Midland, Missaukec, Muskegon, Newaygo, Oceana, Ogemaw, Osceola, Kosconrmon, 
Wcxford; July 19-30. SLP: Clinton, Eaton, Gratiot, Ingharn, Kent, Lapecr, Lenawce, 
Livingston, Oakland, St. Joseph, Tuscola, Washtenaw; July 19-Sept. 7. 
Leiobun~cnz f)olit.tem. UP: Alger, Delta, I)ickinson, Gogebic, Iron, Luce, Mackinaw, 
Marquette, Menonrincc, Schoolcraft; July 29-Aug. 3. NLP: Alcona, Alpena, Antrim, Arcnac, 
Bay, Ilenzic, Charlevoix, Cheboygan, Clare, Crawford, Ernmet, Grand Traverse, Isabella, 
Kalkaska, Lakc, Leelanau, Manistee, Mason. Alecosta, Midland, Missaukec, Muskegon, 
Ncwaygo, Ogcnraw, Osceola. Oscoda, Otsego, Wcxford; July 20-Aug. 14. SLP: Allcgan, 
Barry, Berricn, Branch, Calhoun, Cass, Clinton, Eaton, Cenesce, Gratiot, Hillsdale, Huron, 
Ingham, Ionia, Jackson, JCalanra7oo, Kent, Lapeer, Lenawcc, Livingston, Macomb, Mon- 
roc, Montcaln~, Oaklantl, Ottawa, Saginaw, Sanilac, Shiawassce, St. Clair, St. Joseph, Tuscola, 
Van Buren, Washtmaw, Wayne; (all counties) July 19-Aug. 2. 
Leiobzcnt~nl sermtipalfii. SLP: Clinton, Hillsdale, Jnglian~, Lapeer, Monroe, Wash- 
tcnaw; July 19-Sept. 21. 
Leiobunurn uenlricoszirrl. NLP: Alcona, Alpena, Clleboygan, Ernmet, Grand Traverse, 
Iosco, Isabella, Manistcc, Mccosta, Midland, Missaukcc, Muskegon, Prcsque Isle; Junc 25- 
Aug. 3. SLP: Gratiot, Huron, Jackson, St. Joseph; July 19-27. 
I.eiobunzcm nernrcostLin. NLP: Bay, Mackinaw, Manistee, Mccosta, Midland, Mus- 
kegon, Newaygo, Wexford; June 15-Aug. 17. SLP: Calhoun, Cass, Clinton, Eaton, Gratiot, 
Hillsdale, Jackson, Kalanlazoo, Kent. Lenaweo, Livingston, St. Joseph, Washtenaw; Junc 
13-July 26. 
l.eiob~enrcin ?~i l tu t~i in .  UP: Alger. Baraga, Delta, (;ogchic, Lucr, Mackinaw, Menorni- 
nee, Schoolcrafl; July 20-Aug. 3. NLP: Alpena, .4ntrim, Arcnac, Bay, Bcnzie, Charlevoix, 
Clleboygan, Clare, Crawford, E I I I ~ I ~ C ~ ,  Gladwin, Grand Traverse, Josco, Isabella, Kalkaska, 
12ake, Leclenau, Mccosta, Midland, Osceola, Oscoda, Otscgo, Presquc Isle, Roscommon, 
Wcxford; July 5-Sept. 14. S1.P: Barry, Berrien, Branch, Cass, Eaton, Genesee, Gratiot, 
I-lillsdalc, Huron, Ionia, Jackson, Kalamazoo, Kent, Lapeer, Lenawee, Livingston, Macomb, 
Monroe, Montcalm, Ottawa, Saginaw, Sanilac, Shiawassce, St. Clair, St. Joscph, Tuscola, 
Washtenaw, Wayne; July 19-S-pt. 17. 
Odiellt~s f)ictlrs. UP: Alger, Baraga, Chippewa, Luce, Mackinaw, Sciloolcraft; July 27- 
Aug. 3. NLP: Alcona, Alpena, Charlcvoix, Cheboygan, Crawford, Emmct, Kalkaska, Lake, 
Leclanau, Ogemaw, Oscoda, Otsego, Presque Isle, Roscommon; July 21-Aug. 14. SLP: 
Gratiot, Lenawee, I.ivingston, Sanilac, Shiawassce, M'ashtcnaw; July 21-Nov. 24. 
Odiellus argentzu. UP: Algcr, Chippewa, Iron, Marquettc, Ontonagon; Aug. 2-3. 
NIP :  Newaygo; July 20. SLP: Huron, Livingston, Tuscola; July 26-27. 
OPilio fiarielinz~s. NLP: Arenac, Cheboygan, Wexford; June 30-Aug. 21. SLP: Jngham, 
Maconrb, Saginaw, Sanilac; July 18-Scpi. 24. 
Phnlaizgiz~tr~ opilio. UP: .4lgcr, Chip~)ewa, Delta, Dickinson, Gogcbic, I-Ioughton, Iron, 
Kcweenaw, Luce, Mackinaw, Marqrtette, Menomince. Ontonagon, Schoolcraft; Aug. 2-3. 
NLP: Bay, Benzie, Charlevoix, Chcboygan, Emn~et ,  Grand Traverse, Kalkaska, Manistee, 
Mason, Mecosta, Missaukce, Oceans; Rlay 24-4ug. 10. S1,P: Allegan, narr ) ,  Callioun, Cass, 
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Clinton, Eaton, Genesee, Gratiot, Huron, Ingham, Ionia, Kalarnazoo, Ixnawee, Livingston, 
Monroe, Montcalm, Oakland, Ottawa, Shiawassce, St. Clair, Tuscola, Van Buren, Wash- 
tcnaw, Wayne: May 26-Sept. 1. 
Sabaron rrassi$alt~c. NLP: Cheboygan; July 19, 36N3W3; July 22-26, 39N3WPC334. 
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